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Course Outcomes
• Learn about the role of fire in rangeland ecosystems.
• Learn how to plan and implement a prescribed fire.
• Learn how to monitor fire effects to assist management
decision-making.
• Make progress towards conceptualizing a communitybased, fire management program on the Borana Plateau.

Provisional Course Schedule (PARIMA/GL-CRSP)

Use of Prescribed Fire in Rangeland Management
February 20-26, 2005
Yabelo, Ethiopia
Sunday February 20
5:00-6:30 PM: Check-in (meet at SORDU Compound)
6:30-7:30 PM: Introductions; course overview; changing views of fire in the USA
7:30-8:30 PM: Borana experts speak on the history of fire and traditional methods
of fire use in the southern rangelands
8:30-10:30 PM: Dinner and welcome social
Monday February 21
8:00-9:00 AM: Range management goals and objectives
9:00-10:00 AM: Rangeland monitoring (Qualitative/ Management)
10:00-10:15 AM: Coffee break
10:15-12:30 PM: Rangeland monitoring (Quantitative/ Research)
12:30-1:30 PM: Lunch
1:30-5:00 PM: Rangeland monitoring exercise (site to be determined)
5:30-7:00 PM: Dinner
Tuesday February 22
8:00-10:00 AM: Elements of fire behavior
10:00-10:15 AM: Coffee break
10:15-11:15 AM: Monitoring fire effects and fire weather and use of local
weather data
11:30-12:30 PM: Fire prescriptions and planning
12:30-1:30 PM: Lunch
1:30-2:00 PM: Travel to Didahara (30 km)

2:00-5:30 PM: Fire prescription review, practice a pilot fire, and prepare site for
main prescribed fire at Didahara
5:30-6:00 PM: Travel back to Yabelo
6:30-8:00 PM: Dinner
Wednesday February 23
8:00-9:00 AM: Predicting fire behavior
9:00-10:00 AM: Fire ignition techniques
10:00-10:15 AM: Coffee break
10:15-12:00 AM: Fire safety
12:00-1:00 PM: Lunch
1:00-1:30 PM: Travel to Didahara (30 km)
1:30-6:00 PM: Conduct main prescribed fire at Didahara
6:00-6:30 PM: Travel back to Yabelo
7:00-8:30 PM: Dinner
Thursday February 24
8:00-9:00 AM: Fire Suppression/ Safety
9:00-10:00 AM: Managing a prescribed fire/ fire scenarios
10:00-10:15 AM: Coffee break
10:15-11:15 AM: Post-fire review and discussion (Didahara)
10:45-12:00 AM: Group assignment for fire-prescription
12:00-1:00 PM: Lunch (and group photo)
1:00-2:00 PM: Travel to Alona (60 km)
2:00-5:00 PM: Fire prescription review, practice a pilot fire, and prepare site for
main prescribed fire at Alona

5:00-6:00 PM: Travel back to Yabelo
6:30-8:00 PM: Dinner
Friday February 25
8:00-10:00 AM: Rangeland ecology
10:00-10:15 AM: Coffee break
10:15-12:00 AM: Rangeland ecology and the Borana cattle cycle
12:00-1:00 PM: Lunch
1:00-2:00 PM: Travel to Alona (60 km)
2:00-6:00 PM: Conduct main prescribed fire at Alona
6:00-7:00 PM: Travel back to Yabelo
7:30-8:30 PM: Dinner
Saturday February 26
8:00-10:00 AM: Course review
10:00-10:15 AM: Coffee break
10:15-12:00 AM: Course review
12:00-1:00 PM: Lunch
1:00-2:00 PM: Travel to Didahara and Alona (60 km)
2:00-5:00 PM: Post-fire assessments at Didahara and Alona
5:00-6:00 PM: Travel back to Yabelo
6:30-8:00 PM: Dinner
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Fire as a tool in rangelands

Fire’s ecological role
Disturbance is “any event that disrupts the
ecosystem, vegetation community, or population
structure and changes the physical environment”
Grazing
Drought
Plow /Agriculture
Fire

Succession
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Human fire History
• Fire occurred periodically due to lightning,
dry conditions, etc.
• People have altered the North American
landscape for 12,000yrs. (Africa?)
– Took advantage of “natural” fire
– Also capable of very precise controlled burns
– Resulted in altered vegetation patterns

Fire: “a natural factor that is as important as wind or
water in determining the function of many ecosystems”

Role of Fire in Landscapes:
•
•
•
•
•

Control disease, insects, parasites
Open understory
Increase light/ water reaching the soils
Favors fire-tolerant species
Release nutrients back into the soil or
sterilize soil
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Other possible effects…
• Fisheries: increase water temp &
sedimentation, decrease water quality,
change water chemistry
• Destroy/create critical habitat
• Invasive plants
• Disease/insect infestations

Policy of fire suppression
• Fire viewed as something to be
“controlled”
• Aggressive fire suppression policy in
wildland areas since the beginning of the
20th century
• Goals of suppression:
– Protect public/private property
– Prevent destruction of grasslands
– Protect fuel resource

Results of suppression
•
•
•
•

Decreased forage
More intense fires
Spread of invasive/non-native species
Ecosystem shifts to woody plants
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Why do we use prescribed fire?

•
•
•
•
•

Range forage
Habitat improvement for wildlife
Fire prevention
Improve visibility
Restore natural or historic landscape
– How do we define what is “natural”?

Take home message
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire is a disturbance mechanism
Role of fire in Rangelands
Evolution of fire policy
Plant adaptations to fire
Fire is not simply good or bad
Economic concerns may way as heavily
as “science” in making decisions

Questions?
• What are the rangeland issues in your
home?
• How do people in your community think
about fire?
• Is fire a tool that can improve your home
rangelands?
• Is fire a safe tool your community can
use?
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Unit 2
Range Monitoring
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Management Goals and
Objectives

Management

Goals

Management

Objectives

Good Goals
• Informed by both resource users and
professionals in collaboration.
• A General philosophical statement about
what the group wants to achieve.
Example “Sustainable rangeland livestock
production system”
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Good Objectives
Specific
Measurable
Achievable
Related
Timeframes

Components of an Objective
•
•
•
•
•
•

Species or indicator
Location
Attribute (e.g., size, density, cover)
Action (increase, decrease, maintain)
Quantity (degree of change, or range)
Time frame

Example

Goal- Sustain the Longnose bat in
Arizona USA.
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Qualitative Objectives
•

Reduce cover of encroaching woody
species

•

Promote health of grassland native
species especially the Agave spp.

•

Reduce non-native plant species.

Quantitative Objectives
• Top-kill at least 10% woody vegetation
(up to 100% if possible).
• Top-kill less than 30% of the Agave spp.
• Reduce non-native plant species cover
by 50%.

Qualitative vs. Quantitative
Monitoring
The type of objectives will determine the type
of monitoring (data collection).
Rangeland managers use more qualitative
monitoring to document changes happening
across large landscapes where many different
treatments and site types occur.
Researchers use more quantitative monitoring
which provides “statistical significance”
associated with a controlled experiment. This is
very intensive process used for answering
questions to better inform management.
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All Monitoring Leads to Adaptive
Management

Plan

Evaluate/
Adjust

Adaptive
Management

Implement

Monitor

Quantitative vs. Qualitative
Objectives
Management can rely on both;
qualitative objectives (sustainable and cheap)
quantitative objectives (specific and expensive)

Management
qualitative

Research
Quantitative

Community Based Decisions
& Discussion
• Management goals can be defined by
professionals and communities working
together.
• Local leaders and government agencies work
together to set specific objectives for individual
sites to reach these goals.
• Each site within a region may require very
different objectives to reach a common goal.
Communities must agree to manage wisely into
the future (partnership).
• What, Where, Why?
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DEVELOPMENT OF OBJECTIVES
By Dr. Tom Zimmerman
Introduction
Management is the process of anticipating the future, setting objectives,
implementing an action, achieving an output, and performing an evaluation
comparing the output to the objective. Management is not possible without
setting objectives. Clear and easily communicated objectives facilitate the
management process. In land management programs, the desired outcome of
management actions is expressed as management objectives. Objectives
represent an important component of all land management programs and are the
single most important factor driving all management actions.

Goals and Objectives
In land management, both goals and objectives are important. Goals are primary
and basic products of the long range management plans. These goals are
commonly referred to as land use decisions. Goals are relatively short
statements that discuss what the public lands are to be used for and where the
uses will occur. Each statement addresses a land use, but is not limited to the
principal or major use. Objectives are a necessary component of the planning
process; they provide a bridge between goals and the implementation phase.
Objectives describe what procedures will be used and when actions will be
completed. During the planning of fire management projects (treatments),
objectives are formulated and used as the basis for development of a prescribed
fire plan.

Qualities of Good Objectives
Fire management objectives must be made up of certain attributes or they will
not convey the necessary guidance. Good objectives must be informative and
SMART.
S - Specific - what will be accomplished, using limiting factors, and identifying
the range of acceptable change from the present to the proposed condition.
M - Measurable - the present and proposed condition must be quantifiable and
measurable.
A - Achievable - can be achieved within a designated time period.
R - Related/Relevant - related in all instances to the land use plan goals and
relevant to current fire management practices.
T - Timeframe - objectives must be measured after some time has passed and
must include a definite timeframe for achievement, monitoring, and evaluation.
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Kinds of Objectives
Land Management Decisions (goals). These are broad statements that deal
with large areas over long time periods (e.g., 10 years). Land management
decisions establish resource condition objectives; the allowable, limited, or
excluded uses for an area (Grazing use allocations) and the terms and conditions
for such use; and management actions that will be taken to accomplish multiple
use goals.
Resource management objectives. Resource management objectives identify
the changes in water, soil, air, or vegetation from the present to proposed
conditions. Resource objectives can also describe an existing resource condition
that should be maintained.
Treatment objectives. These are very well-defined statements that describe
what a treatment must accomplish in order to meet a stated resource
management objective. This type of objective is site-specific and must utilize the
SMART concept.
Any statement that is an objective must identify the change from present
conditions to the proposed conditions (the changes that are planned) and the
limiting factors.
How Objectives Relate to Project Inventory, Development, Implementation,
Monitoring, and Evaluation
Objectives are an important part of management actions and are prerequisite to
sound land and resource management. Objectives not only drive the planning
system, they also drive the full spectrum of project implementation, monitoring,
and evaluation. During the fire planning process, for example, the planner uses
resource management objectives (standards) as guidance to determine what fire
management responses and activities are necessary. These standards then
provide guidance in determining what and how much information should be
collected prior to and during project implementation. At this point, knowledge of
fire effects becomes a necessary part of the planning process. Fire effects
information helps to determine what will be done, how many resources are
needed, and what should be evaluated to ensure efficient accomplishment of the
workload.

Resource and Fire Treatment Objectives
BLM Prescribed Fire Manual
2000
The Prescribed Fire Planning process is initiated by guidance established in land management
plans. A land management plan may include a list of general goals (Grazing, wildlife, fuel
wood) that deal with large areas over long time periods. While a prescribed fire plan may be
mentioned in land use plans, specific objectives that define prescribed fire use in an ecological
site are most often developed in the prescribed fire plans. During the prescribed fire planning
process, the interdisciplinary team refines objectives into very site-specific land management
objectives that describe the longer term desired changes in site conditions, such as increased
plant productivity, altered species composition, or increased off-site water yield. These land
management objectives describe fire effects that will occur as a result of the changes in the
environment caused by the prescribed fire.
Prescribed fire treatment objectives describe immediate fire effects, (e.g., fuel consumption,
plant mortality, soil heating, and burn pattern). These are the effects which the fire must create
to achieve the site-specific land management objectives. Prescribed fires are conducted under
selected weather and fuel moisture conditions to create fire behavior characteristics and residual
fuel burnout that are most likely to produce these direct and immediate effects of the fire.
Both Lang Management and fire treatment objectives need to be specific, measurable,
achievable, related to the land use plan goals, and have definite timeframes for achievement,
monitoring, and evaluation. The timeframe for achievement of resource objectives is usually
two or three years. The timeframe for fire treatment objectives is immediate because they are
achieved during the course of the prescribed fire. The following section provides a series of
examples that show derivation of fire treatment objectives from land management plan goals,
activity plan objectives, and prescribed fire resource objectives.
1. Forb production:
a. Land Management Plan goal Provide quality habitat to support a diversity of
wildlife species.
b. Activity plan resource objective. Improve mule deer spring range in
mountain big sagebrush communities in the Big Creek watershed.
c. Prescribed fire resource objectives. Increase the production of forbs from
100 pounds per acre (air-dried weight) to 200 to 300 pounds per acre by the end of the
third full growing season after the prescribed fire by removing competition from
sagebrush. Leave 30 to 40 percent of the area unburned.
d. Fire treatment objective. Kill 100 percent of mountain big sagebrush by
burning with enough fireline intensity to kill the sagebrush and to remove fine
branchwood less than 1/4 inch in diameter. Burn in a mosaic pattern leaving 30 to 40
percent of the area unburned in patches 25 acres or larger.
2. Browse enhancement:
a. Land Management Plan goal Provide quality habitat to support a diversity of
wildlife species.
b. Activity plan resource objective. Improve mule deer winter range in
mountain shrub communities in the Big Creek watershed.
c. Prescribed fire resource objectives. Increase the production of fine twigs
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by inducing resprouting in serviceberry, with 90 percent plant survival after the second
growing season. Increase browse availability by removing old, nonproductive branches.
Leave at least 20 percent of the area unburned in a mosaic pattern.
d. Fire treatment objectives. Burn with high enough fireline intensity to
remove serviceberry branchwood less than ½ inch in diameter on 90 percent of the
plants. Sustain no more than 10 percent mortality of mature serviceberry plants. Burn in
a mosaic pattern, leaving at least 20 percent of the area unburned in 10 to 25 acre
patches.
3. Watershed restoration:
a. Land Management Plan goal. Restore the Big Creek watershed.
b. Activity plan resource objective. Increase water yield and decrease
siltation into Big Creek and its reservoir.
c. Prescribed fire resource objectives. Increase July stream flow in Big
Creek from the 20-year average of 100 cfs to a five-year average of 150 to 200 cfs
within five years by removing juniper cover that has invaded into mountain big
sagebrush communities. Increase the canopy cover of grasses and forbs from 10
percent to 20 to 40 percent within three growing seasons.
d. Fire treatment objectives. Generate adequate flame length to kill at least
80 percent of the junipers that are less than 10 feet tall, and achieve 30 to 40 percent
mortality of trees taller than 10 feet. Leave at least 20 percent of the area unburned
in a mosaic pattern with unburned patches of 20 to 50 acres. Sustain less than 10
percent mortality of bunch grasses.
After reviewing the fire treatment objectives that the Fuels Management Specialist believes are
possible on this site given the fuels, the interdisciplinary team may decide that the juniper
mortality after one prescribed fire is not adequate to meet resource objectives. It may be
determined that manual cutting of taller trees is necessary before the prescribed fire, or that a
second prescribed fire treatment is needed after the understory has recovered to a more
productive state with greater canopy cover.
4. Hazardous fuels reduction
The intent of a treatment can be a first-order fire effect of hazardous fuels
reduction, identified in the Fire Management Plan. There may be other fire effects worth
including as objectives to ensure that fuels are managed without harming other desirable site
properties.
a. Land Management Plan goal. Manage fuels in the wildland/urban interface.
b. Fire Management Plan objective. Manage ponderosa pine stand structure
in the area of BLM ownership adjacent to Newtown to decrease potential for crown
fire, and decrease both intensity and severity of surface fires.
c. Treatment objectives. Kill 70-90 percent of understory Douglas fir with stem
diameter of less than two inches. Consume 70-90 percent of down-and-dead woody
fuels in the zero to-three-inch size class. Remove 30-50 percent of the duff, leaving
some duff cover on 60 percent of the area. Kill no more than 10 percent of trees
larger than 12 inches in diameter.
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Qualitative Monitoring
Photographs and Descriptions

Qualitative monitoring is
paying attention to changes
on the land and recording
what you see.

Why Qualitative Monitoring
• Useful – it helps us “see” changes in the
landscape over long periods of time and
facilitating adaptive management.
• Sustainable – It requires little training, thus,
when a person moves to a new area it is easy to
pick up where the previous person left off.
• Quick – a manager can inventory much of the
region without missing other duties (less
expensive).

Qualitative Monitoring

• Three Steps;
– Take a Photo
– Record your interpretation
– File it for later reference
• Repeat the process
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Location of Photo-points
• Use an area containing the attributes of most
interest (e.g. shrub thicket).
• Use areas that are easily accessible.
• Representative views of the whole area
– May be more than one site types
– There may be a elevation gradient
– Number of Photos?
• time/ money/ repeatability

Comparison photos
• Before and after treatment
– Photo must be taken from the same point as
before

• Treated vs. untreated
– Same; soils, topography, and history

Photography Standards
• Landmarks for reference
– horizon line, boulders, roads, etc.

• Photo board
– Record the location and date

• Reference pole
– 1 meter pole for size reference
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PRE

Immediate
Post

1
year
Post
burn

2
years
Post
burn

Site Evaluation and Interpretation
Focus on the attributes of interest
• Site type and History
– soils, plant community
– fire, fuel wood cutting, grazing, other
treatments
• Plant type and condition
– weeds, forage, establishing, mortality
– possible reasons
• drought, grazing, fire, insects

• Management concerns
– erosion, woody plants, weeds, fuel, forage?

Record Basic Information
•
•
•
•
•

Photographer/ Observer/ Season/ Date
GPS the Location
Draw a map of the surroundings
Give directions for relocation
Record the direction of the image (looking
north)
• Mark the point (if possible)
– Rock Pile
– Stake
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Organization of Reports
• Keep all information in a central known
location
– File cabinet, computer, or both
– Make a master list and map of all sites

• File the documents by region
– Site (Alona)
• Location (Prescribed Fire Unit 2005)
–Photo-point # 1,2,3,etc..

• Add the information gathered in following
years to the existing files.

Follow up
• Organize the photos
• Take the pictures and evaluate in following
years during the same season
– Record the days or weeks since rains begin.
– Record the season
– Record the day of the year
– Take note of differences

Discussion Questions ?
•Where will files be kept?
•How often will sites be
visited?
•How many pictures and
sites can be visited in a year
at OARI (time and money)?
•Photos, Slides, or Digital?
•What season will Photos be
taken in (objectives)?
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REPORT
Management/ Qualitative Monitoring Evaluation
Region:
Area:
Site Name/ number:
GPS Location:
Marker (yes/ no):
Date:
Observers/ Photographers:
Direction of Photo:
Map

Directions:
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Photo

Description *:

*Site type and History: soils, plant community, fire, fuel wood cutting, grazing intensity, other
treatments, last rain?
Plant type and condition: weeds, forage, shrubs, establishing, dying, possible reasons? (drought,
grazing, fire, insects)
Management concerns/ plans: erosion, woody plants, weeds, fuel, forage, future treatments/
management?
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Quantitative Monitoring
Research and Analysis
Quantitative data collection can be
intensive and expensive, it must be
based on a defined research question

When to Use Quantitative
Monitoring Research?
• Testing ideas about what change is
happening on the land and why.
• Comparing different treatments or other
management techniques to determine the
“best” way to manage the land.
• To measure (in detail) the amount of
change in an attribute (and have
reasonable control).

Challenges of
Quantitative
Research
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Eight Steps to Quantitative
Monitoring for Research
1.
2.
3.
4.

Define the purpose, objective, or question
Select the attribute to measure
Select the area to monitor
Choose appropriate monitoring method
•

5.
6.
7.
8.

cover, density, mortality, etc..

Locate plots without bias (randomly)
Obtain the data
Analyze the data
Interpret the results

Research Design
• Number of plots can be high
• Treatment and control sites
– Randomization & Replication

• Standards for sampling must be decided
– Based on variability

• Analysis methods must be pre-defined
– Statistics

Quantitative Research Methods
and Examples
• Tick Monitoring
• Vegetation Monitoring
– Woody plants
– Herbaceous plants

• Fire Behavior Monitoring?
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Quantitative Terminology
Site- The location of interest (treatment and control),
where monitoring will occur.
Transect- a sample area in the form of a long
continuous strip.
Belt transect – Measuring attributes of interest
which occur in a wide “belt” along a transect.
Line transect – Measuring or counting attributes
beneath a transect or along the transect in frames.

Quantitative Terminology
Plot – a “sub-sample” of the vegetation occurring
along a transect or within a site.
Plot Frame – A frame with a given size used to
measure attributes along a line transect.

Tick Monitoring
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Tick Drag Monitoring “Density”
Three Steps

1) Drag a sheet along a belt transect avoiding
shrubs and thorns.
2) Count the number of ticks on the sheet .
3) Estimate transect length (double pace or tape
measure).
4). Calculate the number of ticks per hectare.

Density (Ticks)
Belt Transect
• Density – The number of individuals per
hectare.

100m2

Tick Drag Method
Standard Sampling
•
•
•
•
•
•

Muslin Fabric (Specific width)
Wood frame
Weight in pockets
Tweezers
Tape measure
Data sheet
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Tick Drag Method
Standard Sampling
• Location affects tick habitat
– Vegetation type
– Humidity (shade)
– Animal traffic (near trails or holding pens)

• Will not be accurate if
– Temperature is < 100 C
– Vegetation is wet
– Season is different

Tick Drag Method
Standard Sampling
Repeat monitoring and
site comparisons
(treatment vs. control)
must be measured
using the same
methods.

Ticks/ hectare
Analysis
• Drag the sheet (specific width)
for a specific distance and calculate area.
• Count the number of ticks on the sheet.
• Determine Density
– There are 10,000 m2 in each 1 ha.
– Calculate,
[# ticks / Transect Area (m2)] X 10,000 m2
= # of Ticks)/ hectare
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Tick Monitoring Difficulties
• Sample a few transects to estimate variation in
ticks per transect.
• What number of ticks can be counted easily?
• The number of transects needed for precise
estimation increases as variation among
transects increases, or as variation between
treatments (fire vs. control) decreases.
• Is a qualitative method or interpretation better for
your program?
• (how? why?)

Vegetation Monitoring

Difficulties in Vegetation Attributes
What to measure?

• Cover
• Density
• Biomass

→
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Vegetation Attributes
we will focus on these questions
• Cover- how much of the ground is “covered” by
valuable forage vs. noxious weeds?
• Density- How many shrubs per hectare are on a
site? How many trees are there per hectare?
– Mortality- What percentage of small shrubs
were killed by last years fire?

% Basal Cover (Herbaceous)
0.25m2 frame
• Basal Cover- the soil
surface area occupied
by the base of the plant.

% Basal Cover (Herbaceous)
Four steps
1. Begin with a random start between 1-10
meters along the transect.
2. Place the plot frame at even intervals
along the transect (e.g. every 10 meters).
3. Estimate the % cover of defined
categories within the plot frame (forage,
weeds, bare ground, etc.).
4. Calculate the average % basal cover for
the transect.
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% Basal Cover
• For each transect add the estimated %
cover together for each plant type.
• Divide the total for each category by the
number of plot frames along the transect.
• Determine if you need more transects.
– Are most transect means similar or is there
high variability?
– If highly variable you may need more
transects (statistics).

Cover Estimation
• Frame size cannot become to large because
estimates become less accurate/ repeatable.
• 0.25 m2 frame is the largest size suitable for
visual cover estimates.
• 0.10 m2 Daubenmire frame is most used to
estimate cover classes.

Cover (Herbaceous)
Daubenmire frame
Cover classes
+
1
2
3
4
5
6

<0.6% (trace)
0-5%
5-25%
25-50%
50-75%
75-95%
95-100%

12.5%
25%

50%
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Cover categories
Simple

Complex

• Total grass
• Total forbs
• Bare ground

•
•
•
•
•
•

Perennial grass
Annual grass
Forbs
Noxious weeds
Bare ground
By species

Cover
Sampling Problems
• Large numbers of samples (transects or plots)
are required for highly variable sites.
• Time intensive process
• We are “measuring” an estimated attribute by
using our eyes.
– Each observer may estimate differently
– Bias – we often see what we want to or
expect?

Density (woody plants)
Belt Transect
• Density – The number of individuals per
hectare.

100m2
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Density (woody plants)
Three steps
1) Carry a 1meter stick perpendicular to a
belt transect counting the number of
shrubs rooted within the belt (size class).
2) Calculate the number of shrubs per
hectare (two person/ team).
3) More transects (or longer) if variability is
high.
4) Larger plants require larger transects.

% Mortality (woody plants)
Belt Transect
To estimate % mortality take the density method
one step further.
• Mark the location of the transect using a
permanent stake (metal).
• Return to the location after the treated
vegetation has resumed growth.
• Measure the belt transect again noting live,
dead, and new sprout categories.
• For accurate estimation > 350 plants/ site total
are required (statistics).

% Mortality (Woody Plants)
Belt Transect
• Use the same methods for density.
• Also record live and dead categories for each
tree encountered.
• For accurate estimation > 350 plants/ site total
are still required (statistics).
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General Density Rules
• The number of transects needed are related to
variation of transect means.
• Try to get all means within 20% of each other.
• More variation = more or longer transects.
• Hopefully 3-6 transects per site.

Conclusion
• Quantitative research methods can also
be used to get an idea for describing the
attributes we see in qualitative monitoring.
Detailed, controlled research is best done
on-station (e.g. Did Tayura Ranch)
• Qualitative monitoring sometimes leads us
towards questions that can only be
answered using quantitative research
methods.

Discussion
• What are the institutional and seasonal
constraints?
– Qualitative: 30 sites in 5 days
– Quantitative: 30 sites in 30+ days
• What attributes should we measure/ observe?
• Agencies in the US primarily rely on qualitative
information for management purposes. The
same agencies sometimes collaborate with
Academic institutions using quantitative
approaches. Why would they do this?
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Example Calculations
(Tick Density)
Burned Site
Un-Burned Site
Transect Length Tick #
Ticks/ ha
Transect Length Tick #
Ticks/ ha
1
100
30
3000
1
100
7
700
2
70
34
4857
2
100
15
1500
3
100
49
4900
3
200
20
1000
4
100
67
6700
4
100
10
1000
5
70
35
5000
5
70
35
5000
6
50
10
2000
6
50
10
2000
7
10
30
30000
7
10
30
30000
8
100
20
2000
8
100
20
2000
9
100
54
5400
9
100
21
2100
10
100
65
6500
10
100
20
2000
11
200
53
2650
11
70
11
1571
12
100
10
1000
12
50
10
2000
13
70
20
2857
13
10
20
20000
14
50
60
12000
14
100
12
1200
15
10
20
20000
15
100
20
2000
16
100
30
3000
16
100
8
125000
Mean
6992 Mean
12442
What does this mean if we collect this information before the burn?
What about after the burn?

(Shrub Density)
Burned Site
Un-Burned Site
Shrubs/ ha
Transect Length Shrub #
Shrubs/ ha
Transect Length Shrub #
1
100
20
2000
1
100
30
3000
2
100
45
4500
2
100
45
4500
3
100
30
3000
3
100
50
5000
4
100
47
4700
4
100
10
1000
5
100
30
3000
5
100
37
3700
6
100
42
4200
6
100
37
3700
7
100
X
X
7
100
X
X
8
100
X
X
8
100
X
X
9
100
X
X
9
100
X
X
10
100
X
X
10
100
X
X
11
100
X
X
11
100
X
X
12
100
X
X
12
100
X
X
13
100
X
X
13
100
X
X
14
100
X
X
14
100
X
X
15
100
X
X
15
100
X
X
16
100
X
X
16
100
X
X
3566 Mean
3483
Mean
Total
214
Total
209
What is the problem with this data set?
1 Hectare = 10,000m2
(Ticks or Shrubs)/ ha = (# / Length X (10,000)
Mean = (Sum of all transects)/ (# of transects)
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Pre-Burn (Shrub Density) 2005
Burned Site
Transect Length Shrub # Live
1
100
20
18
2
100
45
43
3
100
30
30
4
100
47
46
5
100
30
28
6
100
42
39
7
100
45
41
8
100
30
28
9
100
25
23
10
100
38
35
11
100
28
25
12
100
X
13
100
X
14
100
X
15
100
X
16
100
X
Mean
30.1
Total
380
356
% Live Shrubs =

Dead
2
2
0
1
2
3
4
2
2
3
3

2.1

Un-Burned Site
Shrubs/ ha Transect Length Shrub # Live
Dead Shrubs/ ha
2000
1
100
30
28
2
3000
4500
2
100
45
41
4
4500
3000
3
100
50
56
4
5000
4700
4
100
10
10
0
1000
3000
5
100
37
37
0
3700
4200
6
100
37
31
6
3700
4500
7
100
46
40
6
4600
3000
8
100
58
54
4
5800
2500
9
100
35
31
4
3500
3800
10
100
40
39
1
4000
2800
11
100
X
X
X
12
100
X
X
X
13
100
X
X
X
14
100
X
X
X
15
100
X
X
X
16
100
X
X
Mean
3455
36.7
3.1
3880
Total
388
367
% Live Shrubs=

Post-Burn % Mortality (Shrub Density) 2006
Burned Site
Transect Length Shrub # Live
1
100
20
9
2
100
42
10
3
100
30
15
4
100
47
26
5
100
30
18
6
100
42
39
7
100
45
20
8
100
30
15
9
100
25
23
10
100
38
20
11
100
28
25
12
100
X
13
100
X
14
100
X
15
100
X
16
100
X
21.5
Mean
Total
377
220
% Live Shrubs =

Un-Burned Site
Dead Shrubs/ ha Transect Length Shrub # Live
Dead Shrubs/ ha
11
2000
1
100
30
28
2
3000
32
4200
2
100
45
41
4
4500
15
3000
3
100
50
54
6
5000
21
4700
4
100
10
10
0
1000
12
3000
5
100
37
35
2
3700
3
4200
6
100
37
30
7
3700
25
4500
7
100
46
41
5
4600
15
3000
8
100
58
54
4
5800
2
2500
9
100
35
30
5
3500
18
3800
10
100
40
32
8
4000
3
2800
11
100
X
X
X
12
100
X
X
X
13
100
X
X
X
14
100
X
X
X
15
100
X
X
X
16
100
X
X
15.2
3427 Mean
35.5
4.3
3483
Total
388
355
% Live Shrubs =

% Live Shrubs = (Total Live/ Total Shrub # ) X 100%
Percent Reduction = 1 - (mean 1/ mean 2) X100%
The data which were made up for this example indicate that shrub density was affected by
the fire. The data is powerful because it shows that the treatment and control sites had
similar shrub density and % live shrubs before the fire occurred. Because the un-burned
control has not changed significantly we can attribute the changes in the burned site to the
prescribed fire.
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Example Calculation
(Herbacous Cover)

(Assumes 10 plots/ transect, using a standard frame size)
Burned Site
Un-Burned Site
# Plots
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plots
Grass Forb
Bare
Transect Averaged Cover Cover Ground Transect Averaged Cover Cover Ground
1
10
23
50
27
1
10
51
27
23
2
10
23
51
26
2
10
49
27
23
3
10
24
50
26
3
10
50
27
24
4
10
X
X
X
4
10
X
X
X
5
10
X
X
X
5
10
X
X
X
6
10
X
X
X
6
10
X
X
X
7
10
X
X
X
7
10
X
X
X
8
10
X
X
X
8
10
X
X
X
9
10
X
X
X
9
10
X
X
X
10
10
X
X
X
10
10
X
X
X
11
10
X
X
X
11
10
X
X
X
12
10
X
X
X
12
10
X
X
X
13
10
X
X
X
13
10
X
X
X
14
10
X
X
X
14
10
X
X
X
15
10
X
X
X
15
10
X
X
X
16
10
X
X
X
16
10
X
X
X
Mean
23
50
26
Mean
50
27
23
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Transect # 1 (Un-burned)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
50
30
30
2
60
20
10
3
50
30
20
4
50
30
30
5
60
30
10
6
40
20
30
7
50
30
20
8
60
20
30
9
40
30
20
10
50
30
30
Mean
51
27
23

Transect #1 (Burn)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
30
40
30
2
20
50
30
3
30
50
20
4
10
60
30
5
20
50
30
6
30
50
20
7
10
60
30
8
30
40
30
9
20
50
30
10
30
50
20
Mean
23
50
27
Transect # 2 (Un-burned)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
40
20
30
2
50
30
20
3
50
30
30
4
50
20
10
5
50
30
20
6
50
30
30
7
50
30
10
8
60
20
30
9
40
30
20
10
50
30
30
Mean
49
27
23

Transect # 2 (Burn)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
30
50
20
2
10
60
30
3
20
50
30
4
30
50
20
5
10
60
30
6
30
40
30
7
20
50
30
8
30
50
20
9
20
50
30
10
30
50
20
Mean
23
51
26

Transect # 3 (Un-Burned)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
40
30
30
2
50
30
20
3
50
20
30
4
50
30
20
5
50
20
30
6
50
30
20
7
50
20
30
8
60
30
10
9
50
30
20
10
50
30
30
Mean
50
27
24

Transect # 3 (Burn)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
30
40
30
2
20
50
30
3
30
50
20
4
20
50
30
5
30
50
20
6
20
50
30
7
30
50
20
8
10
60
30
9
20
50
30
10
30
50
20
Mean
24
50
26
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Unit 3
Fire Behavior

42
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Fire Behavior
• Fuels
• Weather
• Topography
Don’t worry about the details

Fire Triangle
For a fire to burn all three
elements; heat, fuel, and
oxygen must be present

Heat Transfer
• Radiation
– Transfer of heat by rays of energy
(campfire)

• Convection
– Transfer of heat by air (smoke)

• Conduction
– Transfer of heat by touching (stove)
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• Fuels
• Weather
• Topography
Interact to create the fire
environment, and are constantly
changing

Fuels
Weather
Topography
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fuel Type
Fuel Moisture
Size and Shape (light fuels vs. heavy fuels)
Fuel Loading
Horizontal Continuity (uniform and patchy)
Vertical Arrangement (ground, surface,
aerial)

Fuel Types
•
•
•
•

Grass
Shrub
Leaf Litter
Slash
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Fuel Moisture
FM=

Wet Weight - Dry Weight X 100%
Dry Weight

The
The amount
amount of
of water
water in
in aa fuel,
fuel, effects
effects how
how
well
it
will
burn
well it will burn

Plant Development

Size of Fuels
1 hour fuels- grasses and small twigs < ¼ inch diameter
10 hour fuels- twigs ¼ to 1 inch in diameter
100 hour fuels- stems 1 to 3 inches in diameter
1000 hour fuels- stems and logs > 3 inches
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Size, Shape, and compactness

Fuel Loading
The
The quantity
quantity of
of fuels
fuels in
in an
an area
area (tons/acre).
(tons/acre).

Horizontal Continuity
Uniform Fuels

Patchy Fuels
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Vertical Arrangement of
Fuels
Ladder fuels- connect
the ground fuel to the
canopy fuel, can create
extremely hot fire

Fuels
Weather
Topography
• Temperature -Heat
• Wind- Oxygen
–
–
–
–
–

Increases supply of oxygen.
Drives convective heat into adjacent fuels.
Influences direction of fire spread and fire spotting.
Dries fuels if the air is dry.
Raises fuel moisture if the air contains moisture.

• Relative Humidity (RH) - fuel
– As RH increases, fuel moisture increases.

• Precipitation- fuel
– Increases fuel moisture

• Atmospheric Stability

Fuel effects on wind speed
20 mi/h

20 mi/h

10 mi/h

3 mi/h

01-13-S390-VG
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Wind effects the fire shape
Start
7 mi/h
1 mi/h

Wind Direction
NOT TO SIZE,
SCALES ARE
ARBITRARY

3 mi/h

9 mi/h

11 mi/h

13 mi/h
5 mi/h
15 mi/h

02-39-S390-VG

Relative Humidity (RH)
The amount of water in the air
relative to the total amount of
water the air could hold at a
specific temperature
Temperature

60°
50°

40°

100% RH

67% RH

50% RH

Wind and Relative Humidity Effect
Fuel Moisture
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Temperature / RH Chart
24 hours

Fuels
Weather
Topography
• Aspect? -north, east, south, west
• Slope
– Steepness
– Position -Top, middle, or bottom of slope

• Elevation
– Relates to drying of fuels, precipitation, length
of fire season, etc.

• Shape of the land
– Narrow canyons, ridges, flat

Aspect (equator)?
NORTH
NORTH
Heavy fuels
Shade
Moist
SOUTH
SOUTH
Light fuels
Sunny
Dry
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Steep Slopes Cause Rapid Fire
Spread
Convection
and Radiant
Heat

Flame is
closer to
fuel

PERCENT SLOPE
RISE IN METERS
% SLOPE = RUN IN METERS X 100 %

RISE
RUN

Slope Position

FIRE NEAR TOP
OF SLOPE

SLOPE
FIRE NEAR BOTTOM OF SLOPE
HAS RAPID SPREAD UPSLOPE
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Elevation
TREES
SHRUBS
GRASS
SEA LEVEL

Shape of the Land
Box Canyon & Chimney Effect
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Shape of the Land
Radiant Heat Across Narrow Canyon

Shape of the Land
Spotting Across Narrow Canyon

Shape of the Land
Lateral Ridge to Canyon
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Shape of the Land
Mountains Cause Channeling of Wind

Summary
• Grass and Shrubs Burn differently!
• Pay Attention to the Weather!
– Wind Speed and Direction
– Temperature
– Humidity
– Know the Daily and Seasonal Patterns

• Be Familiar with the Topography!
• Start Small Test Fires First!

Fire Behavior Questions?
• Fuels
• Weather
• Topography
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Fire Monitoring

Fire Weather Monitor
– Watches and records the fire weather
– Gives periodic reports every 30 min.
– Alerts Crew of dangerous changes in weather

Relative Humidity
The amount of moisture in the air relative to
the maximum amount it could hold when
saturated
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DRY BULB TEMPERATURE
The temperature of the air

Wet Bulb Temperature
Lowest temperature to which air can be
cooled by evaporation

Wet Bulb

Psychrometer

Dry Bulb

TEMPERATURE/RELATIVE
HUMIDITY TABLE
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TEMPERATURE/RELATIVE
HUMIDITY TABLE

RELATIVE
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
HUMIDITY
RULE
RULE OF
OF THUMB:
THUMB:
Each 20°
20° F increase in air temperature
decreases humidity by about half

Fire Weather Patterns
Local Weather Patterns
•
•
•
•

Cold fronts
Thunderstorms
Fohen Whinds
Atmospheric stability
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Fire - Before Cold Front
Southerly winds drive fire north or
northeast.

Fire - After Cold Front
West or northwest winds drive fire east or
southeast.
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Thunderstorm

Visual Indicators of Unstable Air
Clouds grow
vertically and
smoke rises to
great heights
Cumulus type
clouds
Gusty winds
Good visibility
Dust devils and
firewhirls

Dust Devils
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Fire Whirls

Fire Whirls

Generated by intense fires can pick up large burning embe
and toss them across fire lines causing spot fires

Visual Indicators of Stable Air
Cloud in layers, no
vertical motion
Stratus type clouds
Smoke column drifts
apart after limited rise
Poor visibility in lower
levels due to
accumulation of haze
Fog layers
Steady winds

Inversion
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Thermal Belt
Region of warmer air on middle third of slope.

Conclusion on Weather
Patterns
• Common Weather patterns will occur in
different regions of the country.
• Be familiar with local weather when
planning the prescribed fire.
• Pay attention to potential weather changes
while you are burning.

Fire Behavior Monitoring
The way fire behaves determines it’s effects
on vegetation and insects
•Fire behavior description
•Fire behavior measurement
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Fire Behavior description
– Fire spread characteristics
• “the fire backed in the surface fuels under
the oaks without consuming the crowns”
• “the fire torched individual trees while
consuming all of the shrubs”

Fire Behavior definitions
•
•
•
•
•

Ground fire –
Surface fire –
Crown fire –
Torching –
Spotting -

Ground fire:
- Flameless
- Burns slowly through
organic layer on soil surface
- Can be more destructive than
it looks!
(root death)
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Surface fire:
Burns litter, dead wood,
understory plants
Burns rapidly

Crown fire:
- tree crowns burned
-can leave forest floor untouched,
If moving very fast

Fire Monitoring
• Measuring Fire Behavior
– Measures of fire intensity
• Rate of Spread
• Flame Length
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FLAME LENGTH (meters)

•Estimate using an object of
reference
•May change through out the burn
area

STARTING
TIME

DISTANCE?

RATE OF SPREAD

ENDING
TIME

TIME

DISTANCE/TIME
(Meters/ Second)

STARTING
TIME

ENDING
TIME

HEAT PER UNIT AREA
Btu/sq ft
02-10-S390-VG
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ONE FOOT

FIRELINE INTENSITY
Btu/ft/s
02-11-S390-VG

Tools to take
•
•
•
•
•

Data sheets
Maps
Pencil
Compass and GPS
Camera

• Belt Weather Kit
• Radio

DRY
BULB

WET
BULB

STATE OF WEATHER:
0 - clear (<0% cloud cover)
1 - scattered (10-50% cover)
2 - broken (60-90% cover)
3 - overcast (>90% cover)
4 - foggy
5 - drizzling
6 - raining
7 - showering
8 - thunderstorm in progress

TIME

Location:
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RH

WIND
SPEED

CLOUD
TYPE

1 HR FUEL
MOISTURE

Observers:
FUEL
MODEL

FUEL MODEL:
1 - improved pasture
2 - tallgrass seasonal ponds
3- Grassland
4 –Stump cut Brush
5 - Brush
6- Brush/grassland
789-

FIRE
TYPE

FLAME
LENGTH

RATE OF
SPREAD

FUEL, WEATHER AND FIRE BEHAVIOR OBSERVATION

STATE
OF Wx

Burn Unit:
WIND
DIR

CLOUD TYPE:
1 - cumulus
2 - alto cumulus
3- cirrus
FIRE TYPE:
H - head fire
F - flank fire
B - back fire

Date:

LOCATION

COMMENTS
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Extreme Fire Behavior

Indicators of Problem and
Extreme Fire Behavior
Fuel
Fuel Indicators
Indicators
• Unusually dry fuels.
• Large amount of light fuel (shrubs, grass,
needles).
• Fuels exposed to direct sunlight.
• Fuels dried by prolonged drought.
• Ladder fuels that allow a surface fire to move
into the crowns of shrubs or trees.
• Crown foliage dried by surface fire.
• Concentration of snags.

Indicators of Problem and
Extreme Fire Behavior
Topography
Topography Indicators
Indicators
• Steep slopes.
• Chutes, saddles, and box canyons which
provide conditions for “chimney effect.”
• Narrow canyons may increase fire spread by
radiant heat and spotting.
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Indicators of Problem and
Extreme Fire Behavior
Weather
Weather Indicators
Indicators
• Strong Wind.
• Sudden changes in wind direction and speed.
• High, fast-moving clouds may indicate unusual
surface winds.
• Unexpected calm may indicate wind shift.
• Thunderstorms above or close to the fire.
• High temperatures and low relative humidity.
• Dust devils and whirlwinds developing.
• Bent smoke column.

Indicators of Problem and
Extreme Fire Behavior
Fire
Fire Behavior
Behavior Indicators
Indicators
• Keep an eye on the smoke column. Indicates
direction of fire spread, location of spot fires,
and changes in fire intensity.
• Smoldering fires increase in intensity.
• Fire begins to torch small groups of trees or
shrubs.
• Frequent spot fires occurring.
• Firewhirls beginning to develop inside the main
fire.
• Crown fires.
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Unit 4
Fire Planning and
Implementation

70
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Prescriptions
and the fire planning process

Prescriptions and the fire planning process

Objectives
1. Identify the key elements that must be
addressed in a prescribed burn plan.
2. Describe the process in developing a
prescribed burn plan.
3. Write clear and measurable objectives
for a specific burn.

Prescribed Fire:
A fire lit under specified fuel
and weather conditions that
result in a particular fire
behavior (a prescription) to
achieve resource and
management objectives in a
particular area.
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Burn Prescription

A written statement defining the
range of temperature, humidity, wind
speed and, fuel moisture, etc. under
which a given area will be allowed to
burn to obtain given objectives.

Burn Plan
A burn plan includes a fire prescription
as well as other tasks that must be
accomplished before, during and after
a burn to safely meet burn objectives.
•Fire breaks/ site
preparation
•Contact neighbors
•Contingency plan

Successful Burn Planning is
Based on:
• Previous experience from similar
treatments on similar sites
• Communication with interested/affected
communities and government

2
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DEVELOPING A PRESCRIBED BURN PLAN
A prescribed burn plan is developed to help achieve
a burn that:
• Is conducted safely.
• Remains within prescription parameters.
• Attains specified land, resource management,
or conservation goals and treatment
objectives.
• Complies with legal planning requirements and
responsibilities.

Planning Based on:
• Goals and treatment objectives for the site.
• Physical and biological characteristics of the site.
• Known (or suspected) relationships among
•1) pre-burn environmental factors
•2) expected fire behavior
•3) probable fire effects.

ELEMENTS OF A PRESCRIBED BURN PLAN
• objectives
• Ranges for prescription parameters
• Compliance with laws and agency policies
• Operational and contingency plans
• Monitoring and documentation process
• Review and approval process
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Location
Emergency
assistance
Notifications
Unit description
Goals/ Objectives
Fuel & Weather
Fire Behavior
Crew Organization
Equipment List
Contingency Plan
Safety Plan
Legal
Considerations

Objectives
Prescribed fire treatment objectives describe
“first-order” fire effects, (e.g., fuel
consumption, plant mortality, soil heating, and
burn pattern).
These are the effects which the fire must
create to achieve the site-specific resource
objectives.

Plan

Evaluate/
Adjust

Adaptive
Management
Monitor

Implement
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PRESCRIBED FIRE PLAN
State:
Preserve/Site:
Burn Unit:
Permit #: __________________
Fire Planner(s):
Name:
Title:

____________________
Signature

_________
Date

Name:
Title:

____________________
Signature

_________
Date

Burn Boss:
Name:
Title:

____________________
Signature

_________
Date

Fire Manager:
Name:
Title:

____________________
Signature

_________
Date

Attachments:
Preserve/site burn units map:
Burn Unit fuels/crew map:
Aerial photograph:
Contingency map(s):
Vicinity Map:
Evacuation/Hospital Map:
Burn Permit application/approval:

1. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION:
County/State:
Ownership:
T/R/Sec.:
Lat/Long or UTM:
Unit Acres:
Fireline Perimeter:

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
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2. SOURCES OF EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE (location & phone #):
Fire:
Law Enforcement:
Medical:
Attorney:
Nearest land-line telephone to unit:

3. PERMITS:
Burn Permit/Notification Required?
Source(s):

Yes / No

4. REQUIRED NOTIFICATIONS: List all agencies and neighbors
Name

Date
(before, day
of, after burn)

Method
(email, mail,
phone, etc)

Contact Information

5. UNIT DESCRIPTION:
Vegetation Types

Fuel
Models

% of Unit
Area

% Slope

Aspect

Burn Unit Description (include description of fuels outside of burn unit, shape of
unit, topographic features, etc.):
Picture of dominant Unit Fuels

6. PRESCRIBED BURN JUSTIFICATION: Type of Burn (ecological
management, hazard reduction, training, research):
Burn Unit Management Goals:
Specific Burn Objectives:
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7. FUEL AND WEATHER PRESCRIPTION (give acceptable ranges)
Fuel Parameters:
1-Hour Fuel Moisture (%)
10-Hour Fuel Moisture (%)
100-Hour Fuel Moisture (%)
Live Fuel Moisture (%)
Other (e.g. KBDI, Live/dead ratio):

MIN

PREFERRED

MAX

Weather Parameters:
Air Temperature (ºC)
Relative Humidity (%)
Days Since Rain
20 ft wind speed (kph)
Wind Direction(s)
Midflame Windspeed (kph)
Atmospheric Mixing Height (m)
List any combinations of parameters that you will exclude from your burn window
(e.g. high windspeeds with low 1-hour fuel moisture).
Other Comments:

8. PRESCRIBED FIRE BEHAVIOR: (Describe desired fire behavior. How will
you manipulate fire behavior to meet management and control objectives?):
9. PREDICTED BEHAVIOR FOR FREE BURNING FIRE (Outputs from
BEHAVE PLUS: use inputs from #7; include predictions for fuels surrounding burn
unit), include a chart for each fuel model used. Use this information as a guide
to the potential range of behavior from a free-burning fire, and for
contingency planning.
FUEL MODEL #

ACCEPTABLE FIRE BEHAVIOR RANGE

MIN
Rate of spread (m/hr)
Headfire flame length (m)
Backfire flame length (m)
Scorch height (m)
Spotting distance (km)
Probability of ignition (%)

PREFERRED

MAX
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FUEL MODEL #

ACCEPTABLE FIRE BEHAVIOR RANGE

MIN

PREFERRED

Rate of spread (m/hr)
Headfire flame length (m)
Backfire flame length (m)
Scorch height (m)
Spotting distance (km)
Probability of ignition (%)

10. CREW ORGANIZATION
Qualified Burn Boss(s):
Crew Number:
to
Organizational chart:

11. EQUIPMENT
Equipment Item
*Radios (minimum of 3)
*Weather Kit
*First Aid kit

* Required Items

Quantity

Source

MAX
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12. MANAGING THE BURN (Describe each of the following):
Burn Duration:
Will this burn be implemented or continue after dark?
Will the burn exceed 1 burning period?
Firebreak preparations:

Safety zones and Escape Routes:

Unusual hazards to crew:

Ignition Plan:

Holding Plan (include known critical holding concerns):

Type and location of water source:

Fire sensitive areas:

Fire behavior and weather monitoring:

Mop-up:

Public Access/Conflicts with Public use:

Post Fire Rehabilitation plan:
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13. CONTINGENCY PLAN
Escape response procedures:
Who declares an escaped fire?
Who will direct the suppression efforts until response authority arrives?
Location, description, and availability of nearest emergency resources:
Description

Contact
Point
Person

Contact
Method (phone,
radio frequency)

Availability

Response Time
(from time of call to
arrival on scene)

Secondary control lines:
North
South
East
West
Back-up water sources:

14. SAFETY PLAN (route to Hospital, location of first aid kit, sources of emergency
17. LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
Describe the ownership/management responsibility of this site:
Releases/waivers required? Yes / No
Releases/waivers attached? Yes / No
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PRE-BURN CHECKLIST AND CREW BRIEFING
Preserve:

Fire Unit:

Date:

A. PRIOR TO CREW BRIEFING
Fire Unit is as described in plan.
Required firebreaks complete.
Permits obtained. Give permit #’s:
Official and neighbor notifications complete.
Required equipment is on-site and functioning.
Planned ignition and containment methods are appropriate.
List of emergency phone numbers are in each vehicle.
Planned contingencies and mop-up are appropriate.

B CREW BRIEFING
Each crew member has a burn unit map.
Fire Unit size and boundaries discussed.
Fire Unit hazards discussed.
Purpose of burn.
Anticipated fire and smoke behavior.
Review of equipment and troubleshooting.
Check crew qualifications.
Review organization of crew and assignments.
Review methods of ignition, holding, mop-up, communications.
Review contact with the public; traffic concerns.
Location of vehicles, keys, and nearest phone.
Location of back-up equipment, supplies, and water.
Review all contingencies including escape routes.
Review mop-up procedures.
Answer questions from crew.
Give crew members the opportunity to decline participation.

C. PRIOR TO IGNITION
Weather and fuel conditions are within prescriptions.
Weather forecast, obtained within two hours of ignition, says prescribed weather will hold for
two hours past expected duration of burn.
Crew members have required protective clothing.
Crew members have matches.
Conduct test burn.

D. BEFORE LEAVING BURN UNIT
Mop-up completed as described in burn plan.
Next morning inspection arranged.
Notifications of completed burn (if required).

E. NOTE ANY MODIFICATIONS TO Burn Plans
Burn Boss:

Date:
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NWCG PRESCRIBED FIRE
GO/NO-GO CHECKLIST

Yes

No

Questions
Are ALL fire prescription elements met?
Are ALL smoke management specifications met?
Has ALL required current and projected fire weather forecast been obtained and
are they it favorable?
Are ALL planned operations personnel and equipment on-site, available, and
operational?
Has the availability of ALL contingency resources been checked, and are they
available?
Have ALL personnel been briefed on the project objectives, their assignment,
safety hazards, escape routes, and safety zones?
Have all the pre-burn considerations identified in the prescribed fire plan been
completed or addressed?
Have ALL the required notifications been made?
Are ALL permits and clearances obtained?
In your opinion, can the burn be carried out according to the prescribed fire plan
and will it meet the planned objective?

If all the questions were answered "YES" proceed with a test fire. Document the current
conditions, location, and results

PMS 421 (1/02)
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Implementing a Fire

Questions to ask the day of
the burn
• Fuels the same?
• Topography accurately indicated on map?
• Firebreaks completed? Secondary breaks?
– Will they contain the fire, are they adequate?
• Why is the wind blowing so hard?
• New hazards (people, cattle, etc)

Weather and fuel
moisture assessment
• Take the weather on-site,
and pay attention to trends
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Trigger point (go/no go
decision)

Pre-burn Checklist and Crew Briefing
– Crew
– Equipment
– Pre-burn prep tasks
– Distribute maps for their crew members

Crew Organization
Burn Boss
Fire Weather/Behavior Monitor

Squad Boss

Holding

Holding

Squad Boss

Ignition

Holding

Holding

Ignition
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Test Fire
• Why a test fire?
– Verify anticipated fire behavior
– Verify that you can
meet your
objectives

• Document your
observations

Post fire Review– Crew Duties
How did it go?
– Was safety compromised?
– Take suggestions for improvement from crew
(allow everyone to speak).
– Make assignments/ arrangements for nextday visit and mop- up if needed.
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After Fire Review with crew
•
•
•
•

What did we set out to do?
What actually happened?
Why did it happen?
What are we going to do next time?

Post-fire evaluation
• Make notes and recommendations for
next fire
• Monitor to see if objectives have been
achieved
• File burn plan with weather forecast,
actual conditions, observations, notes,
and recommended changes
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Fire Ignition Techniques
& Managing for Fire Effects

Ignitions in Perspective
•
•
•
•
•

Fire Regimes
Safety
Managing the burn
Fire intensity and severity
FIRING TECHNIQUES & MANAGING
FOR FIRE EFFECTS

Plan

Evaluate/
Adjust

Adaptive
Management
Monitor

Implement
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A. Ignition Techniques
•
•
•
•
•

Strip-head fire
Flank fire
Spot fire
Ring fire
Backfire

Strip Fire
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Flank Fire

Flanking across a slope
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Spot Fire

Spot Fire

Prescribed Fire Training Center

33
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Ring Fire
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Backfire

Combination of Techniques

DRIP TORCH FUEL MIX RATIO
GASOLINE

DIESEL

1 gallon/ liter

4 gallons/ liters

low

1 gallon/ liter

3 gallons/ liters

moderate

2 gallons/ liters 2 gallons/ liters

VOLATILITY

high
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Fuel Continuity

How effective is this ignition?

Burn objective?

Type of fire?
Fire effects?

Burn objectives?

Open Ponderosa pine

Ponderosa pine with decades of
fire suppression
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Discussion: Managing for effects:
arid grasslands

Under the right conditions, light
fuels can produce high mortality
and moderate severity

In summary
• Ignition technique should be driven by the
management and burn objective(s) and
take weather, fuel condition (moisture) and
fuel structure into account.
• What other considerations?
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Seasonal considerations

Season matters as
well as ignition
pattern!

Safety (fire break)
considerations

Landscape considerations
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Wildlife considerations

Human value considerations

Managing Ignitions for Fire
Effects
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is complex and needs to include:
Burn objectives
Anticipated impacts
Surroundings
Safety
Weather
Fuel conditions
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Firefighter Training

Safety is defined as
freedom from exposure
to danger.

Safety Rules
• LCES - Lookouts, Communications,
Escape Routes and Safety Zones
• The 18 Situations that Shout Watch Out
• The Ten Standard Fire Orders

Fire Suppression Hazards
• Environmental
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Lightning
Snags
Rolling rocks
Fire entrapment
Heat stress
Darkness
Carbon monoxide
Dust

• Biological
–
–
–
–
–
–

Snakes
Insects
Animals
Plants
Microorganisms
Alert me of these
things!!!!
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Human Related Hazards
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attitude (poor morale, fear, machismo etc.)
Physical condition
Experience level
Training level
Fatigue
Critical stress
Language Differences

Personal Equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eye protection
Gloves
Leather boots
Socks
Drinking water
Hand Tool
Lighter/ matches
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Safety
LCES

Lookouts
Communications
Escape Routes
Safety Zones
STANDARD FIREFIGHTING ORDERS
1. Keep informed on fire weather conditions and forecasts.
2. Know what your fire is doing at all times.
3. Base all actions on current and expected behavior of the fire.
4. Identify escape routes and safety zones, and make them known.
5. Post lookouts when there is possible danger.
6. Be alert. Keep calm. Think clearly. Act decisively.
7. Maintain prompt communications with your forces, your
supervisor and adjoining forces.
8. Give clear instructions and insure they are understood.
9. Maintain control of your forces at all times.
10. Fight fire aggressively, having provided for safety first.
WATCH OUT SITUATIONS
1. Fire not scouted and sized up.
2. In country not seen in daylight.
3. Safety zones and escape routes not identified.
4. Unfamiliar with weather and local factors influencing fire behavior.
5. Uninformed on strategy, tactics, and hazards.
6. Instructions and assignments not clear.
7. No communication link with crew members or supervisor.
8. Constructing line without safe anchor point.
9. Building fireline downhill with fire below.
10. Attempting frontal assault on fire.
11. Unburned fuel between you and fire.
12. Cannot see main fire; not in contact with someone who can.
13. On a hillside where rolling material can ignite fuel below.
14. Weather becoming hotter and drier.
15. Wind increases and/or changes direction.
16. Getting frequent spot fires across line.
17. Terrain and fuels make escape to safety zones difficult.
18. Taking a nap near fireline.
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Fire Suppression

Suppression
Parts of a Fire
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Head
Finger
Flank
Rear
Perimeter
Island
Anchor point
Spot fires

• Direct attack
• Indirect attack
• Parallel attack

Black-line Concept
• The only safe line is a black line (burnt).
• Fuels between the main fire and the
control line are burned out, or allowed to
burn to the control line.
• This fuels and heat must remain inside the
control line.
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Suppression
Type of Fire Control Line
• Natural control line
– Cold fire edge
– Fuel break
• Streams, lakes, ponds, rock slides and
areas of sparse fuels
– Previously constructed barriers
• Roads, canals, etc.

Methods for Breaking
the Fire Triangle
• Heat - Cool the fire by applying water, dirt,
retardant or a combination
• Fuel - Separate the fuel to prevent
combustion or remove fuel during fire line
construction
• Oxygen - Suffocate the fire with dirt or
water to rob the fire of oxygen

Suppression
Fire Line Construction Standards
•
•
•
•
•

Fuel type
Fuel moisture
Continuity and arrangement
Temperatures
Increases in wind
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Suppression
Threats to Existing Control Lines
• Spotting- fire brands moving thought the
air across fire lines.
• Rolling debris - burning materials break
free and roll down hill
• Creeping - fire burning under the soil
• Radiant heat - preheating materials
across the control line.

Suppression
Mop-up
• Mop-up – Making sure the fire has
stopped burning at the end of the
prescribed fire.
• Patrol along control lines to check for spot
fires and heat to prevent escaping. Patrol
both sides of the control line.

Suppression
Methods of Mop-up
• Dry mop-up
– Scraping
– Digging
– Stirring
– Mixing
– Separating
– Turning logs
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Suppression
- Mop-up
Sight
– Smoke - Look up as well as down. A treetop may be
on fire
– Heat waves
– Steam
– White ash - White ash indicates heat and burning, the
ash may be covering hot embers
– Stump holes
– Gnats - Gnats often hover over hot spots
– Select an advantageous spot to rest to observe for
signs of hot spots
– Look facing into the sun in shaded areas to see small
smokes

Suppression
- Mop-up
• Touch
– Do not wear gloves
– At first, feel about 1 inch away using the back
or the hand, then carefully with direct contact
• Smell
– Smoke
– Burning materials and gases that these
materials give off
• Hearing - listen for the:
– Crack and pop of burning materials
– Hiss when water touches hot materials

Suppression
- Mop-up
• Break -up and disperse
– Remove all unburned fuels and throw
outside fire control lines
– Remove all burning fuels and throw inside
the control line
– Extinguish any burning fuels
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Annex A
Readings
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Repeat Photography

Monitoring

Made Easy

G. Allen Rasmussen and Kathy Voth
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Photo Monitoring Made Easy
How often have you said or heard, "This area looks so much better than it was back...." The problem
occurs when other people are not sure they can believe what they hear. They may still see problems
and wonder to themselves how truly interested managers are in solving them. In addition, for those
who have not been around to see improvements, the slow rate at which nature changes can make it
seem that managers are doing nothing.
So what can you do? You’ve heard it for years - MONITOR! Rather than making your life more
difficult, good monitoring can actually simplify it. Since most of us remember only the very best
and very worst, our memories often fail us when it comes to gradual changes over longer periods of
time. With the data collected and stored, you no longer have to rely on your memory. Your data are
also more useful than your memory in describing what you saw, and is more readily accessible to
interested public or managers who may follow you. Your data can provide you with concrete proof
of successes and help you identify management strategies that did or did not work. Aldo Leopold
once said "If you learn to read the land, I have no fear what you will do to the land." Your monitoring data can demonstrate how you read the land, reducing others' fear of what you might do.
Professional land managers have used monitoring as the basis for making decisions as varied as
livestock movement to wildlife harvest rates and for determinations of water quality and ecosystem
health. The Society for Range Management has defined monitoring as the orderly collection, analysis and interpretation of data to evaluate progress toward stated goals (1989). The amount of time
and expertise this implies scares many people away. However, it is really not that complicated. At
the most basic level monitoring is defined as "to watch, observe or check on for a specific purpose"
(Webster 1983). All you are required to do is to look, to pay attention to what is happening and to
record your observations in some way.
There are many monitoring techniques. Here we will discuss one of the simplest, cheapest and
quickest methods -- Repeat Photography. By following the easy steps outlined here, you will collect
data and record your interpretations over time to provide proof of change and management efforts.
We will cover how to correctly take a photo, how to file it to ensure you can find it and know what it
means, and how to record observations and interpretations of the monitoring site.
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Step 1: Get the Equipment
Your equipment must include:
1)
Camera
2)
Film
3)
Photo Board
4)
Reference pole
5)
Evaluation forms
6)
Notebook
Camera: There are numerous cameras on the
market and any will work. The instamatic cameras are
easy to use and very cheap in the short run. If you use
a more advanced 35-mm camera, most now have an
option to put the date right on the picture. The same is
true for the newer digital cameras. If you have a
computer system, digital photos may prove to be the
least expensive over time.
Equipment Needed.
Film: Use color print film. Typically 100 or
200 speed film works best in outdoor, sunny settings.
Photo Board: Placing as much information in the picture as possible eases record keeping in
the future. Your photo board will appear in every picture you take so that you can be sure the photo
includes the date and location of the monitoring site. Your photo board can be an inexpensive white
board, or a clipboard with a plastic sheet, or even just a sheet of blank paper. All will allow you to
write the appropriate information, take the picture and then move on to the next site.
Reference Pole: Your reference pole gives a sense of scale in your photograph. It allows
you and others to see changes in the vegetation height and structure over time. Your reference pole
should be 1 meter long. A piece of PVC pipe works well. Paint the bottom half red. Duct tape
wrapped in the middle makes a good dividing line. The two colors are an important part of making
it easy to estimate vegetation height. Some people also attach a stake to the bottom of the pole so it
is easier to stick into the ground.
Evaluation Forms: This form is the place you will put your printed photo and your evaluations of the site from your visit. A form with printed questions or observation requests can jog your
memory to ensure you collect the same information every time.
Notebook: With one place to store your photos and your evaluation sheets, you’ll have
quicker access to your information in the future. Using a notebook also makes it easier to carry
photos from the past year into the field with you so you can be sure you’re repeating photos at the
same locations every time. A three ring binder works well. We suggest attaching your photos to
your evaluation sheets (see the last page for an example).

Step 2: Choose a Location
Your photo monitoring will be most useful if you select “Key Areas” to monitor. A key area is
representative of the area you are managing and acts as an indicator of changes that may be taking
place. The greater the variety in your terrain, the larger the number of key areas you will need to
properly represent the area being monitored. Keep these guidelines in mind when selecting your
photo monitoring location:
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1. Choose a spot you will have time to visit and monitor.
Pick areas that are high priority for your operation and add others over time.
2. Be sure that the area is representative of a larger area.
Choosing areas where livestock congregate (watering points or fence lines) or where livestock never graze will give you important comparisons. However, these areas may not adequately
represent the larger area and how your management affects it over time.
3. Select enough key areas to adequately represent the area you manage.
An advantage of having more than one key area is that it ensures small local events, such as
fires or floods, do not misrepresent conditions in the larger area.
4. Comparison photo stations in grazed and ungrazed areas can help you evaluate the effects of
grazing.
Be sure that the sites are similar in soils, topography and precipitation.
If you would like more information on how to pick key areas, see Bureau of Land Management,
1996, Sampling Vegetation Attributes, Interagency Technical Reference BLM/RS/ST-96/002.

Step 3: Take the Picture
The type of camera, film and lens
are not as important as how you
take the picture. Every picture you
take should include the following,
in order of importance:
1) Landmark
2) Photo Board
3) Reference Pole
Figures 1 - 3 show examples of
monitoring photographs that range
from useful to not useful.

Camera.
Try to maintain
the same height
and lens focus.

X
You
are
here!

Photo Board

Reference
Pole

Skyline or
permanent
feature in the
background

Landmark: A distinctive,
Setting up the Picture
permanent landmark is critical if
you or others after you are going to
find the photo point in the future. Repeating your photo at the same site on an ongoing basis allows
you to use the photo to analyze and demonstrate what your management has done. By going to the
same point every year, you also cannot be accused of simply picking points to your advantage.
As you look through your camera's viewfinder check to be sure the frame includes a skyline.
It can be particularly difficult to include a skyline when you are photographing a riparian area. Are
there rock outcrops, mountain slopes, or other geologic features that will remain the same over long
periods of time? Adjust your site until you are sure that your photo will include a landmark that you
can find again and again. This will also help others to know they are looking at the same site.
Photo Board: After writing the date and the location of the monitoring site on your photo
board, place it in the foreground of your picture. Check through your viewfinder again. Is the board
legible? Be sure the sun's glare will not prevent you from reading the information on the board once
the photo has been printed. With the photo board visible, check to see that your landmarks are also
still in the frame.
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Reference Pole: To make it easier to interpret the picture in the future, the reference pole
should be placed the same distance from the point of origin every time. Because your photo board is
in the photo's foreground, it can easily be used as the point of origin. Fifty feet from the point of
origin is most commonly used to locate the reference pole. In many areas, such as a riparian area,
willows can fill in over time making the pole difficult to see, so it might have to be moved forward
over time. If the pole is moved, be sure to note this as part of your site observations.
With the reference pole in place, look through your viewfinder one more time. If you can see
your landmark, the words on your photo board and the reference pole you're ready to shoot.

Step 4: Record Your Site Evaluation
Take out your evaluation forms and write down
your interpretation. It does not need to be a long
academic write up; just a few words about what
you see happening.
For example:
"Sagebrush seedlings are starting to show. I should start
thinking about reburning this area in the next 5 years or so!"
"Grasses are becoming more dominant. I will try to adjust
season of use to an early part of year to get the sedges back."
"Sagebrush has increased and grass cover is declining. I am
seeing lots of bare ground and worry about future erosion."

To help you remember each location, include a map
to the site on your first evaluation form. See the
Site Map Example
last page for an example of an evaluation form you
can use. In some cases you might want to install a post or pin at the site to help you be sure you take
the photo from the same point each time.

Step 5: Store the Picture and Data
The finishing steps include getting your
photos developed and placing them in your
notebook along with the evaluation sheets.
This is the simplest method, though some
people actually use computer systems to
store data and photos. Please don’t use the
storage method used by most folks in a
hurry, the standard “it’s in the cab of my
truck somewhere” filing system shown here.

Typical filing system used by many managers
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Step 6: Repeat the Process
Once you’ve set up your key areas and have taken your first photos and recorded your observations
and evaluations, don’t stop. Do this every year. Take photos at about the same time of year. After
all, what can you really tell about a site if one photo was taken in the spring and the next year’s was
taken in the fall? Try to use the same camera lens, film type and shutter speed each time.

General Recommendations
To make the most of your repeat photography monitoring, be sure it includes the following:
1. A good photo with:
• Skyline or permanent features for easy relocation
• Reference pole placed the same distance from the origin point
• Photo board with date and location written on it
2. Written notes concerning the use and events on the site.
3. Your interpretation of the management effects on the site.
4. A storage system for your photos and notes.
5. Repetition of the process over time.

Dry Valley 1940, Bureau of Land Management photo

1998, Earl Hindley photo

Use of Historic Photos
Old family albums, historic records at the courthouse, and even the library are additional sources for
photos you can use to tell a story about your the management of your area. Look for old photos that
have some identifiable feature, maybe from a family picnic, or a round-up. By finding that location
today, and putting yourself in the same location as the original photographer, you can take a picture
that will show conditions today. The examples shown here are from “A Photographic History of
Vegetation and stream Channel Changes in San Juan County, Utah” by Hindley, Bowns et al.
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Figure 1. Four examples of photographs that have everything needed for monitoring changes.
They each have the date, location, a reference pole, and some type of permanent feature that can be
recognized. Note how the background skyline makes it easier to find these sites in the future.
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Figure 2. These photographs are less
useful. All have the date, location and reference pole which make them very useful for
monitoring. However, because there is no
permanent feature or a distinguishable skyline,
it will be difficult, or impossible to relocate
them.
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Figure 3. These photographs are the least
useful for monitoring. They are nice landscape pictures but do not contain the date,
location or a reference pole. These are very
difficult to use for monitoring, and then only by
the person who took the original photo. To
make them more usable, they should be attached to a sheet with the date and location. A
map of how to find the site would be valuable
as well.

What are management impacts since the previous photo?

What happened in last year? (grazing, type of animal, wildlife, burn, management action etc.)

Photo

Evaluation Sheet

Map to the site ___

Location:

Date:
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RESEARCH SUMMARY
This report presents photographic examples, tabulations, and a similarity chart to assist fire behavior officers, fuel management specialists, and other field personnel in selecting a fuel model appropriate for a specific
field situation. Proper selection of a fuel model is a critical step in the mathematical modeling of fire behavior
and fire danger rating. This guide will facilitate the selection of the proper fire behavior fuel model and will allow
comparison with fire danger rating fuel models.
The 13 fire behavior fuel models are presented in 4 fuel
groups: grasslands, shrublands, timber, and slash. Each
group comprises three or more fuel models; two or more
photographs illustrate field situations relevant to each
fuel model. The 13 fire behavior fuel models are crossreferenced to the 20 fuel models of the National Fire
Danger Rating System by means of a similarity chart.
Fire behavior fuel models and fire danger rating fuel
models, along with the fire-carrying features of the model
and its physical characteristics, are described in detail.
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INTRODUCTION

tion of the total load in the less than 4-inch (0.6-cm) size
class decreases as we go from grasses to slash. The
reverse is true for the 1- to 3- inch (2.5- to 7.6-cm) material.
In grasses, the entire fuel load may be herbaceous
material less than one fourth inch (0.6 cm), but grass may
include up to 25 percent material between one-fourth and
1 inch (0.6 and 2.5 cm) and up to 10 percent material between 1 and 3 inches (2.5 cm and 7.6 cm). Each fuel
group has a range of fuel loads for each size class, with
maximum fuel load per size class approximately as
shown in figure 1.
Fuel load and depth are significant fuel properties for
predicting whether a fire will be ignited, its rate of
spread, and its intensity. The relationship of fuel load
and depth segregates the 13 fuel models into two distinctive orientations, with two fuel groups in each (fig. 2).
Grasses and brush are vertically oriented fuel groups,
which rapidly increase in depth with increasing load.
Timber litter and slash are horizontally positioned and
slowly increase in depth as the load is increased. Observations of the location and positioning of fuels in the
field help one decide which fuel groups are represented.
Selection of a fuel model can be simplified if one recognizes those features that distinguish one fuel group from
another.
The 13 fuel models (table 1) under consideration are
presented on page 92 of Albini’s (1976) paper, “Estimating Wildfire Behavior and Effects.” Each fuel model is
described by the fuel load and the ratio of surface area to
volume for each size class; the depth of the fuel bed involved in the fire front; and fuel moisture, including that
at which fire will not spread, called the moisture of
extinction. The descriptions of the fuel models include
the total fuel load less than 3 inches (7.6 cm), dead fuel
load less than one-fourth inch (0.6 cm), live fuel load of
less than one-fourth inch (0.6 cm), and herbaceous
material and fuel depth used to compute the fire behavior
values given in the nomographs.

During the past two decades in the United States, the
USDA Forest Service has progressed from a fire danger
rating system comprising two fuel models (USDA 1964), to
nine models in 1972 (Deeming and others 1972), and to 20
models in 1978 (Deeming and others 1977). During this
time the prediction of fire behavior has become more
valuable for controlling fire and for assessing potential
fire damage to resources. A quantitative basis for rating
fire danger and predicting fire behavior became possible
with the development of mathematical fire behavior
models (Rothermel 1972). The mathematical models
require descriptions of fuel properties as inputs to calculations of fire danger indices or fire behavior potential.
The collections of fuel properties have become known as
fuel models and can be organized into four groups: grass,
shrub, timber, and slash. Fuel models for fire danger
rating have increased to 20 while fire behavior predictions and applications have utilized the 13 fuel models
tabulated by Rothermel (1972) and Albini (1976). This
report is intended to aid the user in selecting a fuel
model for a specific area through the use of
photographic illustrations. A similarity chart allows the
user to relate the fire behavior fuel models to the fire
danger rating system fuel models. The chart also provides a means to associate the fire danger rating system
fuel models with a photographic representation of those
fuel types.

HOW FUEL MODELS ARE DESCRIBED
Fuels have been classified into four groups—grasses,
brush, timber, and slash. The differences in fire behavior
among these groups are basically related to the fuel load
and its distribution among the fuel particle size classes.
This can be illustrated by the shift in size class containing the maximum fraction of load when considering the
four fuel groups shown in figure 1. Notice that the frac-

1
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Figure 1. — Distribution of maximum fuel
load by size class for each of the four
general fuel groups. Note the shift in less
than 4-inch (0.6-cm) and 1- to 3-inch (2.5to 7.6-cm) material

1.0

FRACTION OF MAXIMUM FUEL LOAD PER SIZE CLASS

FIRE BEHAVIOR FUEL MODELS
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Figure 2. — The four general fuel groups
are oriented in two basic directions: vertically, as in grasses and shrubs, and
horizontally, as in timber, litter, and slash.
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Table 1. — Description of fuel models used in fire behavior as documented by Albini (1976)

Fuel model

Typical fuel complex

__________Fuel loading___________
1 hour 10 hours 100 hours
Live

Fuel bed depth

Moisture of extinction
dead fuels

--------------------Tons/acre-------------------

Feet

Percent

1
2
3

Grass and grass-dominated
Short grass (1 foot)
Timber (grass and understory)
Tall grass (2.5 feet)

0.74
2.00
3.01

0.00
1.00
.00

0.00
.50
.00

0.00
.50
.00

1.0
1.0
2.5

12
15
25

4
5
6
7

Chaparral and shrub fields
Chaparral (6 feet)
Brush (2 feet)
Dormant brush, hardwood slash
Southern rough

5.01
1.00
1.50
1.13

4.01
.50
2.50
1.87

2.00
.00
2.00
1.50

5.01
2.00
.00
.37

60
2.0
2.5
2.5

20
20
25
40

8
9
10

Timber litter
Closed timber litter
Hardwood litter
Timber (litter and understory)

1.50
2.92
3.01

1.00
41
2.00

2.50
.15
5.01

0.00
.00
2.00

0.2
.2
1.0

30
25
25

11
12
13

Slash
Light logging slash
Medium logging slash
Heavy logging slash

1.50
4.01
7.01

4.51
14.03
23.04

5.51
16.53
28.05

0.00
.00
.00

1.0
2.3
3.0

15
20
25

represent the day-to-day and seasonal trends in fire
danger. Modifications to the fuel models are possible by
changes in live/dead ratios, moisture content, fuel loads,
and drought influences by the large fuel effect on fire
danger. The 13 fuel models for fire behavior estimation
are for the severe period of the fire season when wildfires
pose greater control problems and impact on land resources. Fire behavior predictions must utilize on-site
observations and short term data extrapolated from
remote measurement stations. The field use situation
generally is one of stress and urgency. Therefore, the
selection options and modifications for fuel models are
limited to maintain a reasonably simple procedure to use
with fire behavior nomographs, moisture content adjustment charts, and wind reduction procedures. The NFDRS
fuel models are part of a computer data processing
system that presently is not suited to real time, in-thefield prediction of fire behavior.

The criteria for choosing a fuel model includes the fact
that the fire burns in the fuel stratum best conditioned to
support the fire. This means situations will occur where
one fuel model represents rate of spread most accurately
and another best depicts fire intensity. In other situations, two fuel conditions may exist, so the spread of
fire across the area must be weighted by the fraction of
the area occupied by each fuel. Fuel models are simply
tools to help the user realistically estimate fire behavior.
The user must maintain a flexible frame of mind and an
adaptive method of operating to totally utilize these aids.
For this reason, the fuel models are described in terms of
both expected fire behavior and vegetation.
The National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS)
depends upon an ordered set of weather records to
establish conditions of the day. These weather conditions along with the 1978 NFDRS fuel models are used to

3
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FUEL MODELS DESCRIPTIONS
Grass Group

This fuel model correlates to 1978 NFDRS fuel models
A, L, and S.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 1
Fire spread is governed by the fine, very porous, and
continuous herbaceous fuels that have cured or are
nearly cured. Fires are surface fires that move rapidly
through the cured grass and associated material. Very
little shrub or timber is present, generally less than onethird of the area.
Grasslands and savanna are represented along with
stubble, grass-tundra, and grass-shrub combinations that
met the above area constraint. Annual and perennial
grasses are included in this fuel model. Refer to photographs 1, 2, and 3 for illustrations.

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior
Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

0.74

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

.74

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre
Fuel bed depth, feet

4

0
1.0

Photo 1.

Western annual grasses such
as cheatgrass, medusahead
ryegrass, and fescues.

Photo 2.

Live oak savanna of the Southwest on the Coronado National
Forest.

Photo 3.

Open pine—grasslands on the
Lewis and Clark National
Forest.

This fuel model correlates to 1978 NFDRS fuel models
C and T.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 2
Fire spread is primarily through the fine herbaceous
fuels, either curing or dead. These are surface fires where
the herbaceous material, in addition to litter and deaddown stemwood from the open shrub or timber overstory,
contribute to the fire intensity. Open shrub lands and
pine stands or scrub oak stands that cover one-third to
two-thirds of the area may generally fit this model; such
stands may include clumps of fuels that generate higher
intensities and that may produce firebrands. Some
pinyon-juniper may be in this model. Photographs 4 and 5
illustrate possible fuel situations.

Photo 4.

Open ponderosa pine stand
with annual grass understory.

Photo 5.

Scattered sage within grasslands on the Payette National
Forest.

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior

5

Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

4.0

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

2.0

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre

0.5

Fuel bed depth, feet

1.0
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Fire Behavior Fuel Model 3

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior

Fires in this fuel are the most intense of the grass
group and dislay high rates of spread under the influence of wind. Wind may drive fire into the upper heights
of the grass and across standing water. Stands are tall,
averaging about 3 feet (1 m), but considerable variation
may occur. Approximately one-thrid of more of the stand
is considered dead or cured and maintains the fire. Wild
or cultivated grains that have not been harvested can be
considered similar to tall prairie and marshland grasses.
Refer to photographs 6, 7, and 8 for examples of fuels
fitting this model.
This fuel correlates to 1978 NFDRS fuel model N.

Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

3.0

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

3.0

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre
Fuel bed depth, feet

0
2.5

Fires in the grass group fuel models exhibit some of
the faster rates of spread under similar weather conditions. With a windspeed of 5 mi/h (8 km/h) and a moisture
content of 8 percent, representative rates of spread (ROS)
are as follows:

Model

Rate of spread
Chains/hour

Flame length
Feet

1
2
3

78
35
104

4
6
12

As windspeed increases, model 1 will develop faster
rates of spread than model 3 due to fineness of the fuels,
fuel load, and depth relations.

6

Photo 6.

Fountaingrass in Hawaii; note
the dead component.

Photo 7.

Meadow foxtail in Oregon
prairie and meadowland.

Photo 8.

Sawgrass “prairie” and
“strands” in the Everglades
National Park, Fla.
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Shrub Group
Fire Behavior Fuel Model 4
Fires intensity and fast-spreading fires involve the foliage and live and dead fine woody material in the crowns
of a nearly continuous secondary overstory. Stands of
mature shrubs, 6 or more feet tall, such as California
mixed chaparral, the high pocosin along the east coast,
the pinebarrens of New Jersey, or the closed jack pine
stands of the north-central States are typical candidates.
Besides flammable foliage, dead woody material in the
stands significantly contributes to the fire intensity.
Height of stands qualifying for this model depends on
local conditions. A deep litter layer may also hamper suppression efforts. Photographs 9, 10, 11, and 12 depict
examples fitting this fuel model.
This fuel model represents 1978 NFDRS fuel models B
and O; fire behavior estimates are more severe than obtained by models B or O.

Photo 9.

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior
Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

13.0

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

5.0

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre

5.0

Fuel bed depth, feet

6.0

Photo 10.

Photo 11.

Photo 12.

Chaparral composed of manzanita and chamise near the
Inaja Fire Memorial, Calif.

Pocosin shrub field composed
of species like fetterbush, gallberry, and the bays.

High shrub southern rough
with quantity of dead limbwood.

7

Mixed chaparral of southern
California; note dead fuel component in branchwood.
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Fire Behavior Fuel Model 5

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior

Fire is generally carried in the surface fuels that are
made up of litter cast by the shrubs and the grasses or
forbs in the understory. The fires are generally not very
intense because surface fuel loads are light, the shrubs
are young with little dead material, and the foliage contains little volatile material. Usually shrubs are short and
almost totally cover the area. Young, green stands with
no dead wood would qualify: laurel, vine maple, alder, or
even chaparral, manzanita, or chamise.
No 1978 NFDRS fuel model is represented, but model 5
can be considered as a second choice for NFDRS model
D or as a third choice for NFDRS model T. Photographs
13 and 14 show field examples of this type. Young green
stands may be up to 6 feet (2 m) high but have poor burning properties because of live vegetation.

8

Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

3.5

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

1.0

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre

2.0

Fuel bed depth, feet

2.0

Photo 13.

Green, low shrub fields within
timber stands or without overstory are typical. Example is
Douglas-fir–snowberry habitat type.

Photo 14.

Regeneration shrublands after
fire or other disturbances have
a large green fuel component,
Sundance Fire, Pack River
Area, Idaho.
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Fire Behavior Fuel Model 6
Fires carry through the shrub layer where the foliage is
more flammable than fuel model 5, but this requires
moderate winds, greater than 8 mi/h (13 km/h) at midflame height. Fire will drop to the ground at low wind
speeds or at openings in the stand. The shrubs are older,
but not as tall as shrub types of model 4, nor do they
contain as much fuel as model 4. A broad range of shrub
conditions is covered by this model. Fuel situations to be
considered include intermediate stands of chamise,
chaparral, oak brush, low pocosin, Alaskan spruce taiga,
and shrub tundra. Even hardwood slash that has cured
can be considered. Pinyon-juniper shrublands may be
represented but may overpredict rate of spread except at
high winds, like 20 mi/h (32 km/h) at the 20-foot level.
The 1978 NFDRS fuel models F and Q are represented
by this fuel model. It can be considered a second choice
for models T and D and a third choice for model S. Photographs 15, 16, 17, and 18 show situations encompassed
by this fuel model.

Photo 15.

Pinion-juniper with sagebrush
near Ely, Nev.; understory
mainly sage with some grass
intermixed.

Photo 16.

Southern harwood shrub with
pine slash residues.

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior
Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

6.0

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

1.5

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre
Fuel bed depth, feet

Photo 17.

Photo 18.

0
2.5

Low pocosin shrub field in the
south.

Frost-killed Gambel Oak
foliage, less than 4 feet in
height, in Colorado.

9
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Fire Behavior Fuel Model 7

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior

Fires burn through the surface and shrub strata with
equal ease and can occur at higher dead fuel moisture
contents because of the flammability of live foliage and
other live material. Stands of shrubs are generally between 2 and 6 feet (0.6 and 1.8 m) high. Palmetto-gallberry
understory-pine overstory sites are typical and low
pocosins may be represented. Black spruce-shrub combinations in Alaska may also be represented.
This fuel model correlates with 1978 NFDRS model D
and can be a second choice for model Q. Photographs
19, 20, and 21 depict field situations for this model.

Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

4.9

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

1.1

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre

0.4

Fuel bed depth, feet

2.5

The shrub group of fuel models has a wide range of
fire intensities and rates of spread. With winds of 5 mi/h
(8 km/h), fuel moisture content of 8 percent, and a live
fuel moisture content of 100 percent, the models have the
values:

10

Model

Rate of spread
Chains/hour

Flame length
Feet

4
5
6
7

75
18
32
20

19
4
6
5

Photo 19.

Southern rough with light to
moderate palmetto understory.

Photo 20.

Southern rough with moderate
to heavy palmetto-gallberry
and other species.

Photo 21.

Slash pine with gallberry, bay,
and other species of understory rough.

Timber Group

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 8
Slow-burning ground fires with low flame lengths are
generally the case, although the fire may encounter an
occasional “jackpot” or heavy fuel concentration that
can flare up. Only under severe weather conditions involving high temperatures, low humidities, and high
winds do the fuels pose fire hazards. Closed canopy
stands of short-needle conifers or hardwoods that have
leafed out support fire in the compact litter layer. This
layer is mainly needles, leaves, and occasionally twigs
because little undergrowth is present in the stand. Representative conifer types are white pine, and lodgepole
pine, spruce, fir, and larch.
This model can be used for 1978 NFDRS fuel models H
and R. Photographs 22, 23, and 24 illustrate the situations representative of this fuel.

Photo 22.

Photo 23.

Photo 24.

Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

5.0

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

1.5

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre
Fuel bed depth, feet

Surface litter fuels in western
hemlock stands of Oregon
and Washington.

Understory of inland Douglasfir has little fuel here to add
to dead-down litter load.

Closed stand of birch-aspen
with leaf litter compacted.

11

0
0.2
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Fire Behavior Fuel Model 9

NFDRS fuel models E, P, and U are represented by this
model. It is also a second choice for models C and S.
Some of the possible field situations fitting this model
are shown in photographs 25, 26, and 27.

Fires run through the surface litter faster than model 8
and have longer flame height. Both long-needle conifer
stands and hardwood stands, especially the oak-hickory
types, are typical. Fall fires in hardwoods are predictable,
but high winds will actually cause higher rates of spread
than predicted because of spotting caused by rolling and
blowing leaves. Closed stands of long-needled pine like
ponderosa, Jeffrey, and red pines, or southern pine plantations are grouped in this model. Concentrations of
dead-down woody material will contribute to possible
torching out of trees, spotting, and crowning.

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior
Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

3.5

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

2.9

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre
Fuel bed depth, feet

Photo 25.

12

0
0.2

Western Oregon white oak fall
litter; wind tumbled leaves
may cause short-range spotting that may increase ROS
above the predicted value.

Photo 26.

Loose hardwood litter under
stands of oak, hickory, maple
and other hardwood species of
the East.

Photo 27.

Long-needle forest floor litter
in ponderosa pine stand near
Alberton, Mont.
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The fire intensities and spread rates of these timber
litter fuel models are indicated by the following values
when the dead fuel moisture content is 8 percent, live
fuel moisture is 100 percent, and the effective windspeed
at midflame height is 5 mi/h (8 km/h):

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 10
The fires burn in the surface and ground fuels with
greater fire intensity than the other timber litter models.
Dead-down fuels include greater quantities of 3-inch
(7.6-cm) or larger Iimbwood resulting from overmaturity or
natural events that create a large load of dead material
on the forest floor. Crowning out, spotting, and torching
of individual trees are more frequent in this fuel situation,
leading to potential fire control difficulties. Any forest
type may be considered if heavy down material is present; examples are insect- or disease-ridden stands, windthrown stands, overmature situations with deadfall, and
aged light thinning or partial-cut slash.
The 1978 NFDRS fuel model G is represented and is
depicted in photographs 28, 29, and 30.

12.0

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

3.0

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre

2.0

Fuel bed depth, feet

1.0

Photo 28.

Photo 29.

Photo 30.

Rate of spread
Chains/hour

Flame length
Feet

8
9
10

1.6
7.5
7.9

1.0
2.6
4.8

Fires such as above in model 10 are at the upper limit
of control by direct attack. More wind or drier conditions
could lead to an escaped fire.

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior
Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

Model

Old-growth Douglas-fir with
heavy ground fuels.

Mixed conifer stand with deaddown woody fuels.

Spruce habitat type where
succession or natural disturbance can produce a heavy
downed fuel load.

13
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Logging Slash Group

The 1978 NFDRS fuel model K is represented by this
model and field examples are shown in photographs 31,
32, and 33.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 11
Fires are fairly active in the slash and herbaceous
material intermixed with the slash. The spacing of the
rather light fuel load, shading from overstory, or the
aging of the fine fuels can contribute to limiting the fire
potential. Light partial cuts or thinning operations in
mixed conifer stands, hardwood stands, and southern
pine harvests are considered. Clearcut operations generally produce more slash than represented here. The
less-than-3-inch (7.6-cm) material load is less than 12 tons
per acre (5.4 t/ha). The greater-than-3-inch (7.6-cm) is represented by not more than 10 pieces, 4 inches (10.2 cm)
in diameter, along a 50-foot (15-m) transect.

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior
Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

11.5

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

1.5

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre
Fuel bed depth, feet

Photo 31.

14

0
1.0

Slash residues left after skyline logging in western
Montana.

Photo 32.

Mixed conifer partial cut slash
residues may be similar to
closed timber with down
woody fuels.

Photo 33.

Light logging residues with
patchy distribution seldom
can develop high intensities.
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This model depicts 1978 NFDRS model J and may
overrate slash areas when the needles have dropped and
the limbwood has settled. However, in areas where limbwood breakup and general weathering have started, the
fire potential can increase. Field situations are presented
in photographs 34, 35, and 36.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 12
Rapidly spreading fires with high intensities capable of
generating firebrands can occur. When fire starts, it is
generally sustained until a fuel break or change in fuels
is encountered. The visual impression is dominated by
slash and much of it is less than 3 inches (7.6 cm) in
diameter. The fuels total less than 35 tons per acre
(15.6 t/ha) and seem well distributed. Heavily thinned
conifer stands, clearcuts, and medium or heavy partial
cuts are represented. The material larger than 3 inches
(7.6 cm) is represented by encountering 11 pieces, 6
inches (15.2 cm) in diameter, along a 50-foot (15-m)
transect.

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior
Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

34.6

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

4.0

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre
Fuel bed depth, feet

Photo 34.

Photo 35.

Photo 36.

Ponderosa pine clearcut east
of Cascade mountain range in
Oregon and Washington.

Cedar-hemlock partial cut in
northern Idaho, Region 1,
USFS.

Lodgepole pine thinning slash
on Lewis and Clark National
Forest. Red slash condition
increases classification from
light to medium.

15

0
2.3
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Fire Behavior Fuel Model 13

Fuel model values for estimating fire behavior

Fire is generally carried across the area by a continuous layer of slash. Large quantities of material larger
than 3 inches (7.6 cm) are present. Fires spread quickly
through the fine fuels and intensity builds up more slowly
as the large fuels start burning. Active flaming is sustained for long periods and a wide variety of firebrands
can be generated. These contribute to spotting problems
as the weather conditions become more severe. Clearcuts and heavy partial-cuts in mature and overmature
stands are depicted where the slash load is dominated
by the greater-than-3-inch (7.6-cm) diameter material. The
total load may exceed 200 tons per acre (89.2 t/ha) but
fuel less than 3 inches (7.6-cm) is generally only 10 percent of the total load. Situations where the slash still has
“red” needles attached but the total load is lighter, more
like model 12, can be represented because of the earlier
high intensity and quicker area involvement.
The 1978 NFDRS fuel model I is represented and is
illustrated in photographs 37 and 38 Areas most commonly fitting this model are old-growth stands west of
the Cascade and Sierra Nevada Mountains. More efficient utilization standards are decreasing the amount of
large material left in the field.

Total fuel load, < 3-inch
dead and live, tons/acre

58.1

Dead fuel load, 4-inch,
tons/acre

7.0

Live fuel load, foliage,
tons/acre

0

Fuel bed depth, feet

3.0

For other slash situations:
Hardwood slash ............................................ Model 6
Heavy “red” slash ......................................... Model 4
Overgrown slash .......................................... Model 10
Southern pine clearcut slash ........................ Model 12
The comparative rates of spread and flame lengths for
the slash models at 8 percent dead fuel moisture content
and a 5 mi/h (8 km/h) midflame wind are:
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Model

Rate of spread
Chains/hour

Flame length
Feet

11
12
13

6.0
13.0
13.5

3.5
8.0
10.5

Photo 37.

West coast Douglas-fir clearcut, quality of cull high.

Photo 38.

High productivity of cedar-fir
stand can result in large
quantities of slash with high
fire potential.

CORRELATION OF FIRE BEHAVIOR FUEL MODELS
AND NFDRS FUEL MODELS

climate 3 was used, with the live herbaceous fuels 99.7
percent cured and a wind of 20 mi/h (32 km/h) at the 20foot (6.1-

The following section, which correlates fuel models
used for fire behavior with those used for fire danger
rating, should help fire behavior officers (FBO’s), researchers, or other concerned personnel understand the
relationship of the two sets of fuel models. For initial fire
behavior estimates, the fuel model used for fire danger
rating can be cross referenced to a fire behavior fuel
model suitable for the general area of interest. It also
provides useful background about the character of each
fuel model so specific selections can be made where
vegetation varies considerably. Combining this information with the photographic representations of each of the
13 fuel models presents the concept that a single fuel
model may represent several vegetative groups. It is important that one maintain an open, flexible impression of
fuel models so as to recognize those vegetative groups
with common fire-carrying characteristics.
The correlation with the 1978 NFDRS fuel models
allows conversion from fire danger trend measurements
to field-oriented prediction of fire behavior. The great
variety of fuel, weather, and site conditions that exist in
the field means the user of fuel models and fire behavior
interpretation methods must make observations and
adjust his predictions accordingly. Calibration of the fire
behavior outputs for the selected fuel model can allow
more precise estimation of actual conditions. This has
been practiced in the field by instructors and trainees of
the Fire Behavior Officer’s (FBO) School, S-590, and has
provided a greater degree of flexibility in application.
The fuel models shown in figure 3 were aIined according to the fuel layer controlling the rate of fire spread.
Some second and third choices are indicated for situations where fire spread may be governed by two or more
fuel layers, depending on distribution and moisture content. From the four climates used in the 1978 NFDRS,
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION SIMILARITY CHART OF
NFDRS AND FBO FUEL MODELS
NFDRS MODELS REALINED TO FUELS CONTROLLING SPREAD UNDER SEVERE BURNING CONDITIONS
FIRE BEHAVIOR FUEL MODELS

L W. PERENNIAL

X

S TUNDRA

X

C OPEN PINE
W/GRASS
T SAGEBRUSH
W/GRASS

4

5

6

7

8

3rd

9

10

12

13

2nd

X

2nd
3rd 2nd

X
X

N SAWGRASS
B MATURE BRUSH
(6FT)

X

O HIGH POCOSIN

X
2nd

F INTER. BRUSH
Q ALASKA BLACK
SPRUCE
D SOUTHERN ROUGH

X
X

2nd

2nd

X

H SRT- NDL CLSD.
NORMAL DEAD
R HRWD. LITTER
(SUMMER)
U W. LONG- NDL
PINE
P SOUTH, LONG- NDL
PINE
E HRWD. LITTER
(FALL)
G SRT- NDL CLSD.
HEAVY DEAD
K LIGHT SLASH

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

J MED. SLASH
I

11

GRASS

X

3

SHRUB

A W. ANNUALS

2

TIMBER

1

SLASH

NFDRS
FUEL MODELS

HEAVY SLASH

X
GRASS

SHRUB

Figure 3. — Similarity chart to aline physical descriptions of fire
danger rating fuel models with fire behavior fuel models.
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rate of spread will be. Loading and its vertical arrangement will influence flame size and the ability of a fire to
“torch out” the overstory. With the proper horizontal continuity in the overstory, the fire may develop into a crown
fire. Low fuel moisture content has a significant impact
upon fire behavior affecting ignition, spread, and intensity; with high winds it can lead to extreme fire behavior.
Certain elements of the fuel’s chemical content, such as
volatile oils and waxes, aid fire spread, even when
moisture contents are high. Others, like mineral content,
may reduce intensity when moisture contents are low.
High fuel loads in the fine fuel size classes with low fuel
moisture contents and high volatile oil contents will contribute to rapid rates of spread and high fire line intensities, making initial attack and suppression difficult.

Introduction
More than 64 years ago, foresters in the United States
were concerned about fire danger and were attempting to
develop methods to assess the hazard (Dubois 1914). The
“inflammability” of a situation depended on four elements: (1) amount of ground fuels; (2) ease of ignition;
(3) dryness of the cover; and (4) slope. Three fuel types
were considered: grass, brush, and timber. In 1978, we
are still concerned about fire danger and fire behavior.
Through the use of mathematical fire behavior models
(Rothermel 1972) and fire danger ratings (Deeming and
others 1977), we can evaluate how fire danger changes
with weather, fuels, and slope. In addition, the fire behavior officer on a fire can estimate the fire behavior for
the next burning period if he can define the fuels (Albini
1976). Dubois grouped fuels as grass, brush, and timber,
and these general groupings are still used with the addition of slash. Several fuel types or fuel models are recognized within each group. For fire danger rating, we have
gone from two fuel models (USDA Forest Service 1964) to
nine in 1972 (Deeming and others 1972) and 20 in 1978
(Deeming and others 1977). Research efforts to assist the
fire behavior officer have utilized the 13 fuel models tabulated by Rothermel (1972) and Albini (1976).

How Fuels Have Been Described
In the expression of fire danger presented by Dubois
(1914), the fuel types of grass, brush, and timber were
defined, utilizing three causes—amount of fuel on the
ground, lack of moisture in the cover, and slope—and
two effects—ease of ignition and rate of fire growth or
spread. As Dubois pointed out, however, not enough
study had been made of rate of spread to effectively
describe differences among the fuel types. Sparhawk
(1925) conducted an extensive study of fire size as a function of elapsed time from discovery to initial attack by
broad forest cover types Twenty-one fire regions for the
western United States and the Lake States were defined
and up to seven forest types selected for each region.
These forest types basically were grass, brush, timber,
and slash descriptions. The ranking of area growth rates
by type showed the highest growth rates occurred in
grasses and brush types, followed by slash and open
timber situations and concluding with low growth rates
in closed timber types. Sparhawk made the following
comment regarding his data:
Rating obtained, therefore, will represent averages
of fairly broad application, but may now show what
can be expected on individual units. These factors
can be allowed for only when the fire records and
the inventory of our forest resources include information concerning them.
Show and Kotok (1929) reported on a preliminary study
of forest cover as related to fire control. Study of the nine
major cover types in northern California showed definite
differences between them regarding fire danger, ignition
risk, rate of spread, and type of fire and several other fire
control subjects. They did not attempt to complete
analysis proposed by Sparhawk because the variability of
individual fires was so great and the classification of
type and hazard classes was so incomplete. However,
their nine cover types fit a broader classification of:
1. Woodlands and grasslands
2. Chaparral and brush fields
3. Timber cover types:
a. western yellow pine and mixed conifer
b. Douglas-fir
c. sugar pine-fir and fir.

Fuels Defined
Fuels are made up of the various components of vegetation, live and dead, that occur on a site. The type and
quantity will depend upon the soil, climate, geographic
features, and the fire history of the site. To a large extent,
potential evapotranspiration and annual precipitation
combinations with altitude and latitude changes can describe the expected vegetation and have been used for
vegetation maps (Küchler 1967) An adequate description
of the fuels on a site requires identifying the fuel components that may exist. These components include the
litter and duff layers, the dead-down woody material,
grasses and forbs, shrubs, regeneration and timber. Various combinations of these components define the major
fuel groups of grass, shrub, timber and slash. Certain
features of each fuel component or the lack of it contributes to the description of the fuels in terms suitable to
define a fuel model. For each fuel component certain
characteristics must be quantified and evaluated to
select a fuel model for estimating fire behavior. The most
important characteristics for each component are:
1. Fuel loading by size classes
2. Mean size and shape of each size class
3. Compactness or bulk density
4. Horizontal continuity
5. Vertical arrangement
6. Moisture content
7. Chemical content, ash, and volatiles.
Each of the above characteristics contributes to one or
more fire behavior properties. Fuel loading, size class
distribution of the load, and its arrangement (compactness or bulk density) govern whether an ignition will
result in a sustaining fire. Horizontal continuity influences whether a fire will spread or not and how steady
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The variation of ROS rating is due not so much to fuels
alone as to the combination of fuels, climate, season,
and local weather. These additional factors influence the
quantity of live fuel and the moisture content of the dead
fuels. Other agencies such as the BLM have utilized the
approach for each management area and have a set of
ratings for six areas.
Fuels became a consideration in fire danger ratings in
the 1950’s; in 1958 an effort was made to unify the eight
fire danger rating systems into one national system
(Deeming and others 1972). Two fuel conditions were
considered—fuels sheltered under a timber cover and
fuels in an open, exposed site. A relative spread index
was developed and brought into general use by 1965.
Review of the approach and the expressed need for the
ignition, risk, and energy indexes resulted in a research
effort that yielded the 1972 National Fire Danger Rating
System (NFDRS). Fuels could be considered in greater
detail because a mathematical fire spread model had
been developed by Rothermel (1972). Nine specific descriptions of fuel properties, called fuel models, were
developed for the NFDRS (Deeming and Brown 1975).
Fahnestock (1970), in his guide “Two keys for appraising
forest fire fuels,” was among the first to use the Rothermel fire spread model. The keys provide tools for recognizing the differences in fuel types and identifying the
relative fire hazard potential in terms of rate of spread or
crowning. To use the keys, one must describe physical
fuel properties in Fahnestock’s terms: fine, small,
medium for size classes and sparse, open, dense, fluffy,
or thatched for compactness or combination of loading
and depth. By keying on the fuel properties of the site,
one of the 36 rate-of-spread ratings or one of the 24
crowning-potential ratings can be selected.
Fahnestock interpreted the size class descriptions for
each fuel stratum according to the physical dimensions
and timelags associated with the 1964 NFDRS. Timelag
is the time necessary for a fuel size class to change 63
percent of the total expected change. These same descriptions were used when fuel models were developed
to represent broad vegetative types of grasslands, brushfields, timbered land, and slash. Within each fuel model,
the load was distributed by size or timelag classes, correlated with groupings of foliage and twigs, branchwood,
and tree or shrub material as follows:

These cover types and their classification express the
broad groupings of grass-dominated, brush-dominated,
and timber-residue-dominated fuel groups. Timber residues can be either naturally occurring dead woody or
activity-caused slash. In terms of fire behavior, these
cover types could be characterized as follows:
Crown fires (occur in secondary or primary overstory)—
chaparral and brush types.
Surface fires (occurs in surface litter, dead down
woody, and herbaceous material)—woodlands and
grasslands; western yellow pine and mixed conifer;
Douglas-fir.
Ground fires (occur in litter, duff, and subsurface organic material) sugar pine-fir; fir type.
This work showed the complexity of establishing hour
control needs and contributes to continued efforts to
describe types in terms of fire growth and control difficulty.
Hornby (1935) developed a fuel classification system
that formalized the description of rate of spread and
resistance to control into classes of low, medium, high,
and extreme. For the Northern Rocky Mountains, the
standard timber types relative ranking was similar to that
of Show and Kotok as well as work in Colorado by Bates
(1923) and described by Hornby (1935):
1. Brush—grass
2. Ponderosa pine
3. Larch—fir
4. Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine
5. White pine and Iodgepole pine
6. Subalpine fir
7. White fir and spruce.
Classification of these fuels was accomplished by utilizing 90 men experienced in fire hazard. A total of 42 ratings were assigned to typical fuels in Region 1. Hornby
noted that a weakness of the system was the use of
estimates rather than extensive accurate measurements,
but until enough years of data had been collected on
contributing influences, some procedures for rating fuels
were needed. Adaptations of Hornby’s approach have
been utilized in the eastern United States (Jemison and
Keetch 1942) and modified later in the West (Barrows
1951). Most Forest Service regions utilized some version
of the Hornby rating method but generally assigned rate
of spread values unique to their area, thereby reducing
comparability. This is illustrated by a sampling of the
number of ratings used by various regions and some of
the variation that existed for rate of spread (ROS)
classes.
No. of
ROS
Region
Year
ratings
(chains/hour)
Region 1
Region 1
Region 2
Region 3
Region 4
Eastern
Region 5
Region 6

1969
1974
1972
1970
1972
1966
1973
1972

Region 8
Region 9

1975
1970

234
4
59
11
48
15
17
16
examples

High (51)
High (25)
High (25)

Size, diameter
Inch

Timelag
Hours

<4
4 to 1
1 to 3
>3

1
10
100
1,00011

1
Large fuels or layers slow to respond are recognized in the fuel
models available in the 1978 NFDRS.

High (30)

The initial fuel models were documented by Rothermel
(1972) and these 13 models were reduced to 9 models for
the 1972 NFDRS (Deeming and others 1972). The original
9 fuel models, except for one, have been retained in the
1978 NFDRS and supplemented by 11 others to accom-

High (25)
High (>10)

10
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modate differences across the country. For fire behavior
officer training, the 13 fuel models initially presented by
Rothermel (1972) and Albini (1976) are currently being
used. The 13 models encompass those of the 1972
NFDRS and can be correlated to the 1978 NFDRS
models. At the present time, the fuel models have the
broadest application, while other research is providing
fuel models for specific applications (Kessell 1976, 1977;
Bevins 1976; Kessell, Cattelino, and Potter 1977; Philpot
1977; Hough and Albini 1978; Rothermel and Philpot
1973).
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Anderson, Hal E.
1982. Aids to determining fuel models for estimating fire behavior. USDA For.
Serv. Gen. Tech. Rep. INT-122, 22p. lntermt. For. and Range Exp. Stn., Ogden,
Utah 84401.
Presents photographs of wildland vegetation appropriate for the 13 fuel models
used in mathematical models of fire behavior. Fuel model descriptions include fire
behavior associated with each fuel and its physical characteristics. A similarity
chart cross-references the 13 fire behavior fuel models to the 20 fuel models used in
the National Fire Danger Rating System.

Keywords: forest fuels, modeling, fire behavior
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The Intermountain Station, headquartered in Ogden
Utah, is one of eight regional experiment stations charged
with providing scientific knowledge to help resource
managers meet human needs and protect forest and range
ecosystems.
The Intermountain Station includes the States of
Montana, Idaho, Utah, Nevada, and western Wyoming.
About 273 million acres, or 85 percent, of the land area in the
Station territory are classified as forest and rangeland. These
lands include grasslands, deserts, shrublands, alpine areas,
and well-stocked forests. They supply fiber for forest industries; minerals for energy and industrial development; and
water for domestic and industrial consumption. They also
provide recreation opportunities for millions of visitors each year.
Field programs and research work units of the Station
are maintained in:
Boise, Idaho
Bozeman, Montana (in cooperation with Montana
State University)
Logan, Utah (in cooperation with Utah State
University)
Missoula, Montana (in
University of Montana)

cooperation

with

the

Moscow, Idaho (in cooperation with the University of Idaho)
Provo, Utah (in cooperation with Brigham Young
University)
Reno, Nevada (in cooperation with the University
of Nevada)
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159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

Annex B
Aids to Monitoring/ Data Sheets
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213

Standard to Metric Conversion Factors
Length Conversion Factors
To convert from
mile (US Statute)
inch (in)
inch (in)
inch (in)
foot (ft)
yard (yd)

to
kilometer (km)
millimeter (mm)
centimeter (cm)
meter (m)
meter (m)
meter (m)

multiply by
1.609347
25.4 *
2.54 *
0.0254 *
0.3048 *
0.9144 *

Area Conversion Factors
To convert from
square foot (sq ft)
square inch (sq in)
square yard (sq yd)
acre (ac)

to
square meter (sq m)
square meter (sq m)
square meter (sq m)
hectare (ha)

multiply by
0.09290304 E
0.00064516 E
0.83612736 E
0.4047

Volume Conversion Factors
To convert from
gallon (gal)
U.S. liquid**

to
liter

multiply by
3.7854118

Mass Conversion Factors
Mass (weight)
pound (lb)
ton, 2000 lb

kilogram (kg)
kilogram (kg)

0.4535924
907.1848

Temperature Conversion Factors
Temperature
degree Fahrenheit (F)
degree Fahrenheit (F)
Energy and heat
British thermal
unit(Btu)

degree Celsius (C)
tc=(tF-32)/1.8
kelvin (K)
tk = (tF+459.7)/1.8

joule (J)

1055.056

Speed
Velocity
mile per hour (mph)
mile per hour (mph)

kilometer per hour(km/hr) 1.60934
meter per second (m/s)
0.44704
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215

216

217

218

219

220

221
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Fahrenheit to Celsius Conversion Table
°F

°C

°F

°C

°F

°C

°F

°C

125
124
123
122
121
120
119
118
117
116
115
114
113
112
111
110
109
108
107
106
105
104
103
102
101
100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91
90
89
88
87
86
85
84

51.6
51.1
50.5
50.0
49.4
48.8
48.3
47.7
47.2
46.6
46.1
45.5
45.0
44.4
43.8
43.3
42.7
42.2
41.6
41.1
40.5
40.0
39.4
38.9
38.3
37.7
37.2
36.6
36.1
35.5
35.0
34.4
33.9
33.3
32.7
32.2
31.6
31.1
30.5
30.0
29.4
28.9

83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
67
66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59
58
57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42

28.3
27.8
27.2
26.6
26.1
25.5
25.0
24.4
23.9
23.3
22.8
22.2
21.6
21.1
20.5
20.0
19.4
18.9
18.3
17.8
17.2
16.7
16.1
15.5
15.0
14.4
13.9
13.3
12.8
12.2
11.7
11.1
10.5
10.0
9.4
8.9
8.3
7.8
7.2
6.7
6.1
5.6

41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

5.0
4.4
3.9
3.3
2.8
2.2
1.7
1.1
0.6
0.0
-0.6
-1.1
-1.7
-2.2
-2.8
-3.3
-3.9
-4.4
-5.0
-5.6
-6.1
-6.7
-7.2
-7.8
-8.3
-8.9
-9.4
-10.0
-10.5
-11.1
-11.7
-12.2
-12.8
-13.3
-13.9
-14.4
-15.0
-15.5
-16.1
-16.7
-17.2
-17.8

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
-10
-11
-12
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17
-18
-19
-20
-21
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
-28
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
-36
-37
-38
-39
-40

-18.3
-18.9
-19.4
-20.0
-20.5
-21.1
-21.6
-22.2
-22.8
-23.3
-23.9
-24.4
-25.0
-25.5
-26.1
-26.6
-27.2
-27.8
-28.3
-28.9
-29.4
-30.0
-30.5
-31.1
-31.6
-32.2
-32.7
-33.3
-33.9
-34.4
-35.0
-35.5
-36.1
-36.6
-37.2
-37.7
-38.3
-38.9
-39.4
-40.0

DRY
BULB

WET
BULB

STATE OF WEATHER:
0 - clear (<0% cloud cover)
1 - scattered (10-50% cover)
2 - broken (60-90% cover)
3 - overcast (>90% cover)
4 - foggy
5 - drizzling
6 - raining
7 - showering
8 - thunderstorm in progress

TIME

Location:
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RH

WIND
SPEED

CLOUD
TYPE

1 HR FUEL
MOISTURE

Observers:
FUEL
MODEL

FUEL MODEL:
1 - improved pasture
2 - tallgrass seasonal ponds
3- Grassland
4 –Stump cut Brush
5 - Brush
6- Brush/grassland
789-

FIRE
TYPE

FLAME
LENGTH

RATE OF
SPREAD

FUEL, WEATHER AND FIRE BEHAVIOR OBSERVATION

STATE
OF Wx

Burn Unit:
WIND
DIR

CLOUD TYPE:
1 - cumulus
2 - alto cumulus
3- cirrus
FIRE TYPE:
H - head fire
F - flank fire
B - back fire

Date:

LOCATION

COMMENTS
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Random Number Table
13962 70992 65172 28053 02190 83634 66012 70305 66761 88344
43905 46941 72300 11641 43548 30455 07686 31840 03261 89139
00504 48658 38051 59408 16508 82979 92002 63606 41078 86326
61274 57238 47267 35303 29066 02140 60867 39847 50968 96719
43753 21159 16239 50595 62509 61207 86816 29902 23395 72640
83503 51662 21636 68192 84294 38754 84755 34053 94582 29215
36807 71420 35804 44862 23577 79551 42003 58684 09271 68396
19110 55680 18792 41487 16614 83053 00812 16749 45347 88199
82615 86984 93290 87971 60022 35415 20852 02909 99476 45568
05621 26584 36493 63013 68181 57702 49510 75304 38724 15712
06936 37293 55875 71213 83025 46063 74665 12178 10741 58362
84981 60458 16194 92403 80951 80068 47076 23310 74899 87929
66354 88441 96191 04794 14714 64749 43097 83976 83281 72038
49602 94109 36460 62353 00721 66980 82554 90270 12312 56299
78430 72391 96973 70437 97803 78683 04670 70667 58912 21883
33331 51803 15934 75807 46561 80188 78984 29317 27971 16440
62843 84445 56652 91797 45284 25842 96246 73504 21631 81223
19528 15445 77764 33446 41204 70067 33354 70680 66664 75486
16737 01887 50934 43306 75190 86997 56561 79018 34273 25196
99389 06685 45945 62000 76228 60645 87750 46329 46544 95665
36160 38196 77705 28891 12106 56281 86222 66116 39626 06080
05505 45420 44016 79662 92069 27628 50002 32540 19848 27319
85962 19758 92795 00458 71289 05884 37963 23322 73243 98185
28763 04900 54460 22083 89279 43492 00066 40857 86568 49336
42222 40446 82240 79159 44168 38213 46839 26598 29983 67645
43626 40039 51492 36488 70280 24218 14596 04744 89336 35630
97761 43444 95895 24102 07006 71923 04800 32062 41425 66862
49275 44270 52512 03951 21651 53867 73531 70073 45542 22831
15797 75134 39856 73527 78417 36208 59510 76913 22499 68467
04497 24853 43879 07613 26400 17180 18880 66083 02196 10638
95468 87411 30647 88711 01765 57688 60665 57636 36070 37285
01420 74218 71047 14401 74537 14820 45248 78007 65911 38583
74633 40171 97092 79137 30698 97915 36305 42613 87251 75608
46662 99688 59576 04887 02310 35508 69481 30300 94047 57096
10853 10393 03013 90372 89639 65800 88532 71789 59964 50681
68583 01032 67938 29733 71176 35699 10551 15091 52947 20134
75818 78982 24258 93051 02081 83890 66944 99856 87950 13952
16395 16837 00538 57133 89398 78205 72122 99655 25294 20941
53892 15105 40963 69267 85534 00533 27130 90420 72584 84576
66009 26869 91829 65078 89616 49016 14200 97469 88307 92282
45292 93427 92326 70206 15847 14302 60043 30530 57149 08642
34033 45008 41621 79437 98745 84455 66769 94729 17975 50963
13364 09937 00535 88122 47278 90758 23542 35273 67912 97670
03343 62593 93332 09921 25306 57483 98115 33460 55304 43572
46145 24476 62507 19530 41257 97919 02290 40357 38408 50031
37703 51658 17420 30593 39637 64220 45486 03698 80220 12139
12622 98083 17689 59677 56603 93316 79858 52548 67367 72416
56043 00251 70085 28067 78135 53000 18138 40564 77086 49557
43401 35924 28308 55140 07515 53854 23023 70268 80435 24269
18053 53460 32125 81357 26935 67234 78460 47833 20496 35645
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Burned Site
Transect Length Shrub # Live
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Mean
Total
% Live Shrubs =
% Live Shrub Reduction =
Shrubs/ ha

% Mortality (Density) Data Sheet
Dead

Un-Burned Site
Transect Length Shrub # Live
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Mean
Total
% Live Shrubs =
% Live Shrub Reduction =

1 Hectare = 10,000m2
Shrubs/ ha = [(shrub # )/ (area m2)] X (10,000)
Mean = (Sum of all transects)/ (# of transects)
Total = the sum of all transects
% Live Shrubs = (Total Live/ Total Shrub # ) X 100%
% Live Shrub Reduction = 1 - (Total Live year 1/ Total Live year 2) X100%

Dead

Shrubs/ ha
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Cover Estimation Aid
Basal Cover- the soil surface area occupied by the base of the plant.

1%

7%

25%

2%

3%

10%

15%

20%

40%

50%

30%

5%
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Transect
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Data Sheet
(Herbacous Cover)

(Assumes 10 plots/ transect, using a standard frame size)
Burned Site
Un-Burned Site
# Plots
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plots
Grass Forb
Bare
Averaged Cover Cover Ground Transect Averaged Cover Cover Ground
10
1
10
10
2
10
10
3
10
10
4
10
10
5
10
10
6
10
10
7
10
10
8
10
10
9
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
10
12
10
10
13
10
10
14
10
10
15
10
10
16
10
Mean
Mean
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Transect # 1 (Un-burned)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean

Transect #1 (Burn)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean
Transect # 2 (Un-burned)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean

Transect # 2 (Burn)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean

Transect # 3 (Un-Burned)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean

Transect # 3 (Burn)
Grass Forb
Bare
# Plot Cover Cover Ground
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean
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REPORT
Management/ Qualitative Monitoring Evaluation
Region:
Area:
Site Name/ number:
GPS Location:
Marker (yes/ no):
Date:
Observers/ Photographers:
Direction of Photo:
Map

Directions:
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Photo

Description *:

*Site type and History: soils, plant community, fire, fuel wood cutting, grazing intensity, other
treatments, last rain?
Plant type and condition: weeds, forage, shrubs, establishing, dying, possible reasons? (drought,
grazing, fire, insects)
Management concerns/ plans: erosion, woody plants, weeds, fuel, forage, future treatments/
management?
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Glossary
Prescribed Fire and Rangeland Management
accelerated erosion: erosion much more rapid than normal, natural, or geologic
erosion, primarily as a result of the influence of the activities of humans, or, in
some cases, of other animals or natural catastrophes that expose bare surfaces,
for example, fires.
aerial fuels: the layer of fuels that is above the surface fuels, including living tree
and shrub crowns, mosses, lichens, vines, and dead branch material.
available fuel: the portion of the total fuel on the site that would actually burn
under a given set of environmental conditions.
backing fire: a fire, or that part of a fire, spreading or set to spread into the wind,
or down a slope.
basal cover: the vertical projection of the root crown onto the ground.
Btu: British thermal unit. The amount of heat needed to raise the temperature of
one pound of water (one pint) one degree Fahrenheit.
burn severity: a qualitative assessment of the heat pulse directed toward the
ground during a fire. Burn severity relates to soil heating, large fuel and duff
consumption, consumption of the litter and organic layer beneath trees and
isolated shrubs, and mortality of buried plant parts.
chain: unit of measure in land survey, equal to 66 feet (20 meters) (80 chains
equal one mile). Commonly used to report fire perimeters and other fireline
distances, chains can be easily converted to acreage (e.g., 10 square chains
equal one acre).
climax: the highest ecological development of a plant capable of perpetuation
under the prevailing climatic and conditions (Range Term Glossary Committee
1974).
colonizer: species that establish on a burned (or otherwise denuded) site from
seed (Stickney 1986).
combustion: consumption of fuels by oxidation, evolving heat, flame, and/or
incandescence.
convection column: the thermally induced ascending column of gases, smoke,
water vapor, and particulate matter produced by a fire.
cover: the area on the ground covered by the combined aerial parts of plants
expressed as a percent of the total area. (See basal cover and foliar cover.)
crown fire: a fire that advances by moving among crowns of trees or shrubs.
crown scorch: causing the death of tree foliage by heating it to lethal
temperature during a fire, although the foliage is not consumed by the fire. Crown
scorch may not be apparent for several weeks after the fire.
crown scorch height: the height above the surface of the ground to which a tree
canopy is scorched.
dead fuels: naturally occurring fuels without living tissue, in which the moisture
content is governed almost entirely by absorption or evaporation of atmospheric
moisture (relative humidity and precipitation).
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decreaser species: plant species of the original vegetation that decrease in
relative amount under overuse by grazing or browsing animals. Commonly
termed decreasers.
density: the number of plants or parts of plants per unit area.
desired plant community: a plant community which produces the kind,
proportion, and amount of vegetation necessary for meeting or exceeding the
land use plan goals and activity plan objectives established for the site.
duff: the partially decomposed organic material of the forest floor that lies
beneath the freshly fallen twigs, needles and leaves. The fermentation and
humus layers of the forest floor (Deeming et al. 1977).
ecological site: a distinctive geographic unit that differs from other kinds of
geographic units in its ability to produce a characteristic natural plant community.
An ecological site is the product of all the environmental factors responsible for
its development. It is capable of supporting a native plant community typified by
an association of species that differs from that of other ecologic sites in the kind
or portion of species or in total production.
fine fuels: small diameter fuels such as grass, leaves, draped pine needles, and
twigs, which when dry, ignite readily and are rapidly consumed.
fire behavior: the manner in which a fire burns in response to the variables of
fuel, weather, and topography.
fire regime: periodicity and pattern of naturally occurring fires in a particular area
or vegetative type, described in terms of frequency, biological severity, and areal
extent (Tande 1980).
fire whirl: a spinning, vortex column of ascending hot air and gases rising from a
fire and carrying aloft smoke, debris, and flame. Fire whirls range from a foot or
two in diameter to small tornadoes in size and intensity. They may involve the
entire fire area or only a hot spot within the area.
flame length: the average length of flames when the fire has reached its full,
forward rate of spread, measured along the slant of the flame from the midpoint
of its base to its tip.
forb: a plant with a soft, rather than permanent woody stem, that is not a grass
or grasslike plant.
frequency: a quantitative expression of the presence or absence of individuals
of a species in a population; the ratio between the number of sample units that
contain a species and the total number of sample units.
fuel: combustible plant material, both living and dead that is capable of burning
in a wildland situation.
fuel arrangement: the spatial distribution and orientation of fuel particles within a
fuel bed.
fuel bed: an array of fuels usually constructed with specific loading, depth, and
particle size, to meet experimental requirements; also commonly used to
describe the fuel composition in natural settings.
fuel bed depth: average height of surface fuels contained in the combustion
zone of a spreading fire front.
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fuel continuity: the degree or extent of continuous or uninterrupted distribution
of fuel particles in a fuel bed, a critical influence on a fire's ability to sustain
combustion and spread. This applies both to aerial fuels and surface fuels.
fuel loading: the weight of fuels in a given area, usually expressed in tons per
acre, pounds per acre, or kilograms per square meter.
fuel model: a characterization of fuel properties of a typical field situation. A fuel
model contains a complete set of inputs for the fire spread model.
fuel moisture content: the amount of water in a particle of fuel, usually
expressed as a percentage of the oven dry weight of the fuel particle.
fuel size class: a category used to describe the diameter of down dead woody
fuels. Fuels within the same size class are assumed to have similar wetting and
drying properties, and to preheat and ignite at similar rates during the combustion
process.
grazing management (strategy): the manipulation of the grazing use on an
area in a particular pattern, to achieve specific objectives.
ground fire: fire that burns the organic material in the soil layer (e.g. a "peat
fire") and often also the surface litter and low-growing vegetation.
ground fuels: all combustible materials below the surface litter layer, including
duff, tree and shrub roots, punky wood, dead lower moss and lichen layers, and
sawdust, that normally support glowing combustion without flame.
growth stage: the relative ages of individuals of a species, usually expressed in
categories such as seedlings, juvenile, mature, and decadent.
head fire: a fire front spreading, or ignited to spread with the wind, up a slope, or
influenced by a combination of wind and slope.
heat per unit area: total amount of heat released per unit area as the flaming
front of the fire passes, expressed as Btu/square foot; a measure of the total
amount of heat released in flames.
heavy fuels: dead fuels of large diameter (3.0 inches or larger) such as logs and
large branchwood.
hydrophobicity: resistance to wetting exhibited by some soils, also called water
repellency. The phenomena may occur naturally or may be fire-induced. It may
be determined by water drop penetration time, equilibrium liquid-contact angles,
solid-air surface tension indices, or the characterization of dynamic wetting
angles during infiltration.
ignition technique: the configuration and sequence in which a prescribed fire is
ignited. Patterns include, for example, spot fire, strip-head fire, and ring fire.
intensity: the heat released per unit of time for each unit length of the leading
fire edge. The primary unit is Btu per lineal foot of fire front per second (Byram
1959 in Albini 1976).
introduced plant species: a species not a part of the original fauna or flora of
an area.
invader species: plant species that were absent in undisturbed portions of the
original vegetation and will invade under disturbance or continued overuse.
Commonly termed invaders.
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key forage species: forage species of particular importance in the plant
community or which are important because of their value as indicators of change
in the community.
ladder fuels: fuels that can carry a fire from the surface fuel layer into the aerial
fuel layer, such as a standing dead tree with branches that extend along its entire
length.
litter: the top layer of forest floor, typically composed of loose debris such as
branches, twigs, and recently fallen leaves or needles; little altered in structure by
decomposition. The L layer of the forest floor (Deeming et al. 1977). Also loose
accumulations of debris fallen from shrubs, or dead parts of grass plants laying
on the surface of the ground.
live fuel moisture content: ratio of the amount of water to the amount of dry
plant material in living plants.
live fuels: living plants, such as trees, grasses, and shrubs, in which the
seasonal moisture content cycle is controlled largely by internal physiological
mechanisms, rather than by external weather influences.
live herbaceous moisture content: ratio of the amount of water to the amount
of dry plant material in herbaceous plants, i.e., grasses and forbs.
live woody moisture content: ratio of the amount of water to the amount of dry
plant material in shrubs.
midflame windspeed: the speed of the wind measured at the midpoint of the
flames, considered to be most representative of the speed of the wind that is
affecting fire behavior.
moisture of extinction: the moisture content of a specific fuel type above which
a fire will not propagate itself, and a firebrand will not ignite a spreading fire.
mosaic: the intermingling of plant communities and their successional stages in
such a manner as to give the impression of an interwoven design (FordRobertson 1971).
native species: a species which is a part of the original fauna or flora of the area
in question.
nutrient: elements or compounds that are essential as raw materials for
organism growth and development, such as carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and
phosphorus. There are at least 17 essential nutrients.
off-site colonizers: plants that germinate and establish after a disturbance from
seed that was carried from off of the site (Stickney 1986).
onsite colonizers: plants that germinate and establish after a disturbance from
seed that was present on the site at the time of the disturbance (Stickney 1986).
one-hour timelag fuels: dead fuels consisting of dead herbaceous plant
material and roundwood less than 0.25 inches (0.64 cm) in diameter, expected to
reach 63 percent of equilibrium moisture content in one hour or less.
one-hundred hour timelag fuels: dead fuels consisting of roundwood in the
size range from 1.0 to 3.0 inches (2.5 to 7.6 cm) in diameter, estimated to reach
63 percent of equilibrium moisture content in one hundred hours.
one-thousand hour timelag fuels: dead fuels consisting of roundwood 3.0 to
8.0 inches (7.6 to 20.3 cm) in diameter, estimated to reach 63 percent of
equilibrium moisture content in one thousand hours.
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organic matter: that fraction of the soil that includes plant and animal residues at
various stages of decomposition, cells and tissues of soil organisms, and
substances synthesized by the soil population.
palatability: the relish that an animal shows for a particular species, plant or
plant part; how agreeable the plant is to the taste.
passive crown fire: a fire in the crowns of trees in which trees or groups of trees
torch, ignited by the passing front of the fire. The torching trees reinforce the
spread rate, but these fires are not basically different from surface fires.
pH: the negative logarithm (base =10) of the hydronium ion concentration, in
moles per liter. It is a numerical measure of acidity or alkalinity on a scale of 1 to
14, with the value of 7.0 being neutral.
phenology: the relationship of the seasonal sequence of climatic factors with the
timing of growth and reproductive phases in vegetation, such as initiation of
seasonal growth, time of blooming, time of seed set, and development of new
terminal buds (Daubenmire 1968b).
pile burning: burning of logging slash that has been arranged into individual
piles.
prescribed burning: controlled application of fire to wildland fuels in either their
natural or modified state, under specified environmental conditions that allows
the fire to be confined to a predetermined area, and produce the fire behavior
and fire characteristics required to attain planned fire treatment and resource
management objectives.
prescribed fire: an intentionally or naturally ignited fire that burns under
specified conditions that allow the fire to be confined to a predetermined area
and produce the fire behavior and fire characteristics required to
attain planned fire treatment and resource management objectives.
prescription: a written statement defining the objectives to be attained as well as
the conditions of temperature, humidity, wind direction and speed, fuel moisture,
and soil moisture, under which a fire will be allowed to burn. A prescription is
generally expressed as acceptable ranges of the prescription elements, and the
limit of the geographic area to be covered.
probability of ignition: the chance that a firebrand will cause an ignition when it
lands on receptive fuels.
productivity: weight of dry matter produced in a given period by all the green
plants growing in a given space (Daubenmire 1968b)..
rate of spread: the speed with which a fire moves in a horizontal direction
across the landscape, usually expressed in chains per hour or feet per minute.
reaction intensity: the rate of heat release, per unit area of the fire front,
expressed as heat energy/area/time, such as Btu/square foot/minute, or
Kcal/square meter/second.
relative humidity: the ratio, in percent, of the amount of moisture in a volume of
air to the total amount which that volume can hold at the given temperature and
atmospheric pressure. Relative humidity is a function of the actual moisture
content of the air, the temperature, and the atmospheric pressure (Schroeder
and Buck 1970).
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residence time: the time required for the flaming zone of the moving front of a
fire to pass a stationary point; the total length of time that the flaming front of the
fire occupies one point.
root crown: a mass of woody tissue from which roots and stems originate, and
which are often covered with dormant buds (James 1984); same as lignotuber.
running crown fire: a fire moving in the crowns of trees, dependent upon, or
independent from the surface fire.
seedbank: the supply of viable seeds present on a site. Seeds include those
recently dispersed by plants, long-lived seeds buried in organic and soil layers, or
those stored in cones in a tree canopy.
seral: pertaining to a succession of plant communities in a given habitat leading
to a particular climax association; a stage in a community succession
(Cooperrider et al. 1986).
Serotinous cones: Seed bearing fruits which do not open until subjected to
temperatures of 45 to 50 C (113 to 122 F), causing the melting of the resin bond
that seals the cone scales and releasing seed.
severity: a qualitative assessment of the heat pulse directed toward the ground
during a fire. Burn severity relates to soil heating, large fuel and duff
consumption, consumption of the litter and organic layer beneath trees and
isolated shrubs, and mortality of buried plant parts.
slash: concentrations of wildland fuels resulting from human activities such as
logging, thinning, and road construction, and natural events such as wind. Slash
is composed of branches, bark, tops, cull logs, uprooted stumps, and broken or
uprooted trees.
smoldering phase: a phase of combustion that can occur after flames die down
because the reaction rate of the fire is not high enough to maintain a persistent
flame envelope. During the smoldering phase, gases condense because of the
cooler temperatures, and much more smoke is produced than during flaming
combustion.
species composition: a term relating the relative abundance of one
plant species to another using a common measurement; the proportion
(percentage) of various species in relation to the total on a given area.
spot fire: fire caused by flying sparks or embers outside the perimeter of the
main fire.
spotting: production of burning embers in the moving fire front that are carried a
short distance ahead of the fire, or in some cases are lofted by convective action
or carried by fire whirls some distance ahead.
structure (vegetative): the form or appearance of a stand; the arrangement of
the canopy; the volume of vegetation in tiers or layers (Thomas 1979).
succession: the process of vegetational development whereby an area
becomes successively occupied by different plant communities of higher
ecological order (Range Term Glossary Committee 1974).
surface area to volume ratio: the ratio between the surface area of an object,
such as a fuel particle, to its volume. The smaller the particle, the more quickly it
can become wet, dry out, or become heated to combustion temperature during a
fire.
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surface fire: fire that burns surface litter, dead woody fuels, other loose debris
on the forest floor, and some small vegetation.
surface fuels: fuels that contact the surface of the ground, consisting of leaf and
needle litter, dead branch material, downed logs, bark, tree cones, and low
stature living plants.
survivors: plant species with established plants on the site that can vegetatively
regenerate after the fire (Stickney 1986).
ten-hour timelag fuels: dead fuels consisting of roundwood 0.25 to 1.0 inches
(0.6 to 2.5 cm) in diameter, estimated to reach 63 percent of equilibrium moisture
content in ten hours.
timelag: the time necessary for a fuel particle to lose or gain approximately 63
percent of the difference between its initial moisture content and its equilibrium
moisture content.
torch: ignition and subsequent envelopment in flames, usually from bottom to
top, of a tree or small group of trees.
treatment: a procedure whose effect can be measured and compared with the
effect of other procedures. Examples include a fall burned prescribed fire, an
unburned "control", or an area burned with a specific ignition method or pattern.
utilization rates (limits): the proportion of the current year's forage production
that is removed by grazing or browsing animals. It may refer to particular species
or to the entire plant community and is usually expressed as a percentage.
vapor pressure: the contribution to total atmospheric pressure due to the
presence of water molecules in the air (Schroeder and Buck 1970).
vegetative regeneration: development of new aboveground plants from
surviving plant parts, such as by sprouting from a root crown or rhizomes. Even if
plants form their own root system, they are still genetically the same as the
parent plant (Zasada 1989).
vegetative reproduction: establishment of a new plant from a seed that is a
genetically distinct individual (Zasada 1989).
weight: as used in vegetation inventory and monitoring, the total biomass of
living plants growing above the ground in a given area at a given time.
wildfire: a free burning and unwanted wildland fire requiring a suppression
action.

